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During the twenty years since the restoration of independence, Lithuanian scientific journals made 
an enormous step forward towards greater quantity and improved quality. In this respect, the current 
decade was especially significant as the best scientific journals of Lithuania became recognised by the 
global scientific community. 

Challenges of journal publishing are well known to editors of scientific journals and their assistants. 
Not to mention the search for financial resources, which became especially difficult with economic 
downturn,  a proper attention must be given for other issues. First of all, to ensure a sufficient 
portfolio of articles, a journal must be recognised by Lithuanian and foreign researchers of the relevant 
scientific field.  The primary selection of submitted articles aims to eliminate cases of graphomania 
and plagiarism. As demonstrated by this catalogue, many editorial boards of Lithuanian scientific 
journals use the CrossCheck screening tool to make sure no analogous or similar article was published 
somewhere else in the world, which might be unnoticed by editors or reviewers. Although very 
helpful, screening with CrossCheck takes editors and reviewers only part of the way. It is obvious 
that Lithuania is too small to guarantee an impartial review in a narrow scientific field. Consequently, 
articles in languages other than Lithuanian need to be accepted and printed, which necessitates 
services of a high-level usually English language editor. Without a doubt, all journal editors are familiar 
with difficulties related to timely performance of reviewers. Such challenges could be easier overcome 
with the help of a representative and international editorial board of the journal. Still, even once 
reviews are received, some time should be allotted to article authors to consider reviewer comments. 
Only then technical staff can proceed with layout design and descriptions for databases. 

Editors and publishers of numerous journals realised that various issues can be easier and more 
effectively resolved through the Association of Lithuanian Serials. The Association not only 
disseminates information regarding Lithuanian scientific journals on the global scale but also assists 
publishers in resolving practical issues as well as organises qualification improvement seminars and 
conferences, to which celebrities of the publishing world and representatives of databases are invited. 
Also, it circulates information regarding globally available platforms for publishing as well as collection 
and processing of statistical data. Together with other stakeholders, the Association pursues active 
participation in drafting, discussing and approval of the Code of Ethics for Lithuanian publishers and 
authors of scientific journals.

This Catalogue of Lithuanian Scientific Journals is published in Lithuanian and English. It presents 
14 journals from the field of Humanitarian Sciences, 34 — Social Sciences, 13 — Physical Sciences, 
2 — Biomedicine, 12 — Technologies, as well as 4 interdisciplinary scientific journals. The total of 
79 Lithuanian scientific journals is listed in this publication. The Catalogue will be distributed at 
international publishing exhibitions and international conferences organised in Lithuania and abroad.

Raimundas Kirvaitis
president of the association of lithuanian serials

all journals introduced in the catalogue of lithuanian scientific Journals are peer-reviewed. information on journals was 
provided by their editorial boards. the abstracts&indexing section alone was supplemented with information from the 
ulrich’s (ulrich’s international periodicals directory) database. 

Note. the crosscheck marking means that an editorial board of a journal employs the plagiarism prevention service 
offered by crossref.
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Kūrybos erdvės / 
The Spaces of Creation

Editor-in-Chief 
assoc. prof. dr  rytis urniežius

print issn 1822-1076

online issn –

issues 16

Frequency Biannually

language lt / en

http://su.lt/ml/ke

Publisher 
siauliai university

Journal Scope
refereed semi-annual journal “Kūrybos erdvės“ / “the spaces of 
creation” contains original articles on art research: musicology, 
fine art criticism, other fields of art, also arts education, as well 
as interdisciplinary fields of research. the articles are reviewed by 
independent experts.

Abstracting & Indexing
eBscohost: Humanities international index, Humanities 
international complete, central and eastern european academic 
source; toc premier; ulrich‘s; c.e.e.o.l (central and eastern 
european online library); indexcopernicus

Journal of Architecture and Urbanism / 
Urbanistika ir architektūra

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr  rimantas Buivydas

print issn 2029-7955

online issn 2029-7947

Volume 36

Frequency Quarterly

language en / lt

http://www.tandfonline.com/ttpa

Publisher 
Vilnius gediminas technical university

Partner
lithuanian academy of sciences 

Journal Scope
the Journal is designed for publishing articles in the following 
fields of research: urban design and planning; sustainable 
development of regional structures; history and theory of 
architecture and urban planning; history and theory of landscape 
architecture; protection of architecture and urban heritage; 
technologies of architecture and urban design; architectural 
education.

Abstracting & Indexing
scopus; H.W. Wilson: art abstracts, art Full text, art index, 
Biography index, Wilson omniFile: Full text mega edition, 
Wilson omniFile: Full text select; iconda (the international 
construction database); csa (cambridge scientific abstracts): 
advanced polymers abstracts, aerospace & High technology 
database, aluminum industry abstracts, csa civil engineering 
abstracts, csa engineering research database, csa High 
technology research database with aerospace, csa materials 
research database with metadeX, csa mechanical & 
transportation engineering abstracts, csa technology research 
database, ceramic abstracts/World ceramic abstracts, composites 
industry abstracts, computer and information systems abstracts 
Journal, corrosion abstracts, earthquake engineering abstracts, 
electronics and communications abstracts Journal, engineered 
materials abstracts, international aerospace abstracts, materials 
Business File, metadeX, solid state and superconductivity 
abstracts; gale®: academic oneFile, infotrac custom; proQuest: 
ulrich’s, summon™; eBscohost: academic search complete, 
art & architecture complete, art & architecture index, current 
abstracts, public affairs index, toc premier; indexcopernicus; 
exellence in research for australia (era) 2012 Journal list  
(era id 124410)

Note. The Journal is the continuation of the Journal „Town Planning 
and Architecture“ (ISSN 1392-1630 print / 1648-3537 online).

sJr (2009) = 0.025  
sJr (2010) = 0.025
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Logos

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr  dalia marija stančienė

print issn 0868-7692

online issn –

Volume 70

Frequency Quarterly

language lt

http://logos.mruni.eu

Publisher 
non-governmental organization „logos“

Partner
mykolas romeris university 

Journal Scope
the journal logos is mainly devoted to scholarly studies in 
all areas of philosophy. the journal also publishes lithuanian 
translations of important philosophical texts. scholarly articles on 
religion, art, and general cultural issues are also accepted.

Abstracting & Indexing
thomson reuters: arts & Humanities citation index, Web of 
science; the philosopher’s index; eBscohost: toc premier; 
c.e.e.o.l (central and eastern european online library); ulrich’s

            Web of science

Istorija / History

Editor-in-Chief 
academician of the lithuanian  
academy of sciences,  
prof. dr  eugenijus Jovaiša

print issn 1392-0456

online issn –

Volume 83

Frequency Quarterly

language lt

http://www.istorijoszurnalas.lt

Publisher 
lithuanian university of educational sciences

Journal Scope
the aim of the scientific Journal “istorija” is to gather the 
scientists involved in the fundamental and applied research of 
different periods of the history of lithuania, the history of the 
neighbouring countries, didactics of history and the philosophy 
of history, which may affect the policy of the history of lithuania. 
the scientific Journal “istorija” develops the research in the 
following study fields of the humanities: the pre-history of the 
Balts, archaeology, history of science, history of art, local history, 
historical geography, historiography, political history, social and 
economic history, historical philosophy and branches of social 
sciences, which are closely connected to history, i.e. didactics of 
history, historical culture, cultural memory.

Abstracting & Indexing
mla international Bibliography; csa (cambridge scientific 
abstracts): sociological abstracts, csa Worldwide political science 
abstracts; eBscohost: academic search complete, current 
abstracts, Historical abstracts, socindeX, socindeX with Full 
text, toc premier; c.e.e.o.l (central and eastern european online 
library); russian academy of sciences Bibliographies; ulrich’s
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Filologija /  
Philology

Editor-in-Chief 
prof.  aloyzas gudavičius 

print issn 1392-561X

online issn –

Volume 17

Frequency annual

language lt / en / de / ru / lV

http://www.su.lt/ml/filologija

Publisher 
siauliai university

Journal Scope
the aim of the publication is to stimulate research in the modern 
branches of linguistics and to disseminate the materials of the 
lithuanian language in the sphere of international research. 
papers corresponding to the two fields of research of the Faculty 
of Humanities – ethnolinguistics and poetics – are published in 
the journal. 

the editorial Board of “Philologija” is first of all interested in the 
following issues: concept expression, conceptual metaphors, 
lexical nomination, text pragmatics, and semantics of the text 
of fiction. priority is given to the articles written on the basis of 
modern methodologies, first of all, those using the methods of 
cognitive linguistics. some papers can be dealing with general 
theoretical issues, while others may reflect the outcomes of the 
concrete philological research.  

Abstracting & Indexing
mla international Bibliography; ulrich’s: c.e.e.o.l (central and 
eastern europen online library); indexcopernicus

Santalka: filologija, edukologija / 
Coactivity: Philology, Educology

Editor-in-Chief
prof. dr Habil.  povilas tamošauskas

print issn 1822-430X

online issn 1822-4318

Volume 20

Frequency Biannually

language lt / en

http://www.cpe.vgtu.lt

Publisher 
Vilnius gediminas technical university

Journal Scope
the Journal publishes peer-reviewed articles on different topics of 
philology and educology. the key objectives of the Journal are: 

 – to stimulate fast dissemination of information and cross-
disciplinary scholarly dialogue across academic communities 
of philology and educology; 

 – to enhance professional capabilities of the academic 
communities concerned by providing them  with an open 
platform for discussions, professional experience and cultural 
exchange;

 – to promote broader international perspectives on linguistic 
research and foreign language teaching. 

Abstracting & Indexing
doaJ; mla international Bibliography; gale®: academic oneFile, 
infotrac custom; proQuest: ulrich’s, summon™; eBscohost: socindeX 
with Full text, academic search complete, current abstracts, toc 
premier; c.e.e.o.l (central and eastern european online library); 
indexcopernicus

Note. The journal is an independent continuation of the journal 
“Coactivity”.
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Kalbų studijos /  
Studies about Languages

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr  Vilmantė liubinienė

print issn 1648-2824

online issn 2029-7203

Volume 20

Frequency Biannually

language lt / en / de / Fr / ru

http://www.kalbos.ktu.lt

Publisher 
Kaunas university of technology 

Journal Scope
the journal aims at bringing together the scientists interested 
in linguistic theory development, empirical research of different 
aspects of languages functioning within a society, issues of 
language learning and teaching. 

the articles published in the journal focus on theoretical and 
empirical research, including:

 – general linguistics,
 – applied linguistics (translation studies, computational 

linguistics, sociolinguistics, studies of Foreign languages),
 – comparative linguistics,
 – contrastive linguistics.

the journal aims at becoming a multidisciplinary venue of sharing 
ideas and experience among the scholars working in the field.

Abstracting & Indexing
mla international Bibliography; ulrich’s; c.e.e.o.l (central and 
eastern european online library); indexcopernicus; doaJ; 
exellence in research for australia (era) 2012 Journal list  
(era id 9349)

Žmogus ir žodis / 
Man and the Word

Editor-in-Chief 
dr  danutė sabromienė

print issn 1392-8600

online issn –

Volume 14

Frequency Quarterly

language lt / en / ru / de / Fr /  

it / pl  and other languages

http://www.vpu.lt/zmogusirzodis

Publisher 
lithuanian university of educational sciences

Journal Scope
a journal “man and the Word“ consists of 4 parts: no.1 “didactic 
linguistics“, no. 2 “science of literature“, no. 3 “Foreign 
languages“, no. 4 “philosophy“. it is published by Vilnius 
pedagogical university. the journal endeavours to publish 
significant research articles in the humanities and social sciences 
on philology, philosophy and educology. all four parts of the 
journal are published each year since 1999.

the articles, published in edition or research works “didactic 
linguistics” deal with such problems: the lithuanian language, its 
history, dialects, contacts of languages, connection between the 
language and culture and other linguistic problems. many of the 
articles analyze actual problems needed for studying in higher 
school. didactic articles form a separate chapter.

issue no.2 of the magazine “man and Word” is called “literary 
criticism”. it covers a wide range of scientific interests. most of 
the articles there are devoted to literature analysis. other articles 
discuss problems on culture, literature links with teaching process, 
and the reviews on modern literature.

number 3, which is called ‘Foreign languages’, consists of articles 
dealing with the questions on modern aspects of different 
languages: traditional and functional grammar, language 
typology, semantics, pragmatics, text linguistics, translation and 
languages history.

number 4  has dedicated to philosophy. Here are published 
articles, translations, appreciations and reviews. the most part of 
the articles are connected with phenomenology and hermeneutic 
views. also are published articles about history’s philosophy 
investigations. special attention has assigned to the analyze of 
pedagogical philosophy and education science.

Abstracting & Indexing
mla international Bibliography; the philosopher’s index; csa 
(cambridge scientific abstracts): linguistics and language 
Behavior abstracts; eBscohost: current abstracts, Humanities 
international complete, Humanities international index, toc 
premier; c.e.e.o.l (central and eastern european online library); 
ulrich’s; doaJ; exellence in research for australia (era) 2012 
Journal list (era id 34962)
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Acta Humanitarica  
Universitatis Saulensis 

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr  Bronius  maskuliūnas 

print issn 1822-7309

online issn –

issues 14

Frequency Biannually

language lt / lV / en / ru / de

http://su.lt/ml/ahus

Publisher 
siauliai university 

Journal Scope
the aim of the publication is to disseminate information about 
the newest research and ideas in the field of humanities, to 
stimulate interdisciplinary research and exchange of the research 
results. 

it contains articles on the topics of philology (linguistics and 
literary studies), philosophy, history, ethnology, social culture, 
etc. separate issues of the journal are dedicated to the discussion 
of a certain cultural phenomenon from various interdisciplinary 
aspects, e.g. The Child in Culture, The Name in Culture, The Shifts in 
Cultural Memory and Local History, etc. the journal is open for a 
lively scientific discussion and the development of the intellectual 
thought.

Abstracting & Indexing
index copernicus; mla international Bibliography; ulrich‘s

Santalka: filosofija, komunikacija / 
Coactivity: Philosophy, Communication

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr  tomas Kačerauskas

print issn 2029-6320

online issn 2029-6339

Volume 20

Frequency Biannually

language lt / en 

http://www.cpc.vgtu.lt

Publisher 
Vilnius gediminas technical university

Journal Scope
the aims & scope is to develop interdisciplinary researches 
of philosophy and communication; to analyze the cultural 
phenomena from the perspective of communication; to 
pay special attention to the studies of creative industries 
and visuality by applying the phenomenological tools; to 
contribute to communication researches and to improving of 
phenomenological methodology suggesting the new ideas; to 
ensure the spread of scientific knowledge and popularization 
by publishing the reviews of the newest scientific works and 
conferences that correspond to the topic of the Journal.

Abstracting & Indexing
doaJ; mla international Bibliography; gale®: academic oneFile, 
infotrac custom; proQuest: ulrich’s, summon™; eBscohost: socindeX 
with Full text, academic search complete, current abstracts, toc 
premier; c.e.e.o.l (central and eastern european online library); 
indexcopernicus

Note. The Journal is an independent continuation of the Journal 
“Coactivity” (ISSN 1822-430X print / 1822-4318 online).
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Inter-Studia Humanitatis

Editor-in-Chief 
assoc. prof. dr  Vigmantas Butkus

print issn 1822-1114

online issn –

issues 13

Frequency Biannually

language lt / ru / en

http://su.lt/ml/ish

Publisher 
siauliai university 

Journal Scope
it is a modern academic periodical in the field of Humanities 
that seeks to promote and develop the researches, experimental 
models and reflections on contemporary interdisciplinary 
philosophy, literary studies, sociocultural anthropology and art 
criticism. authors are invited to publish their articles on the 
themes of structuralism and post-structuralism, post-modern 
(psicho nalytical) interpretations and poly-methodology, culture 
and post-colonialism studies, feminism and cinema criticism, 
queer theories, neo-mythology and imaginary theology.

the aim of the journal is to integrate, transform and deform the 
disciplines of humanities, initiate new researches and projects 
by responding to the challenges of contemporary informational, 
political, technological changes and globalization.

Abstracting & Indexing
indexcopernicus; ulrich‘s

Limes: Borderland Studies

Editor-in-Chief
prof. dr (Hp)  tomas Kačerauskas

print issn 2029-7475

online issn 2029-7483 

Volume 5 (2012)

Frequency Biannually

language en

http://www.tandfonline.com/tlim

Publishers
taylor & Francis group 
Vilnius gediminas technical university

Partners
lithuanian culture research institute, university of Białystok 
(poland), yanka Kupala state university of grodno (Belarus)

Journal scope
the aims of the Journal are:

 – to induce the border discours in humanities and social fields 
as philosophy, history, sociology, political, communication 
and information sciences;

 – to develop borderland studies as interdisciplinary research;
 – to pay attention to the analysis and interpretation of central 

europe in the context of european identities; 
 – to provide and popularize scientific knowledge and 

theoretical results, publishing the research articles, the survey 
papers and academic chronicles on the Journal concept. 

Abstracting & Indexing
scopus; gale®: academic oneFile, infotrac custom; international 
political science abstracts; proQuest: ulrich’s, summon™; 
eBscohost; c.e.e.o.l (central and eastern european online 
library); indexcopernicus; exellence in research for australia 
(era) 2012 Journal list (era id 124695)

Note. The Journal is an independent continuation of the Journal 
“Limes” (ISSN 2029-0187 print / 2029-0209 online).

sJr (2010) = 0.026
sJr (2011) = 0.032
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Mokslo ir technikos raida / 
Evolution of Science and Technology

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr Habil.  romualdas ginevičius

print issn 2029–2430

online issn 2029–2449

Volume 4 (2012)

Frequency Biannually

language lt / en

http://www.est.vgtu.lt

Publisher 
Vilnius gediminas technical university 

Journal Scope
this Journal publishes original papers and review articles on all 
aspects of the history of science and technology. the languages 
of articles may be lithuanian, english. the Journal is published 
biannually. all papers are reviewed by two appointed experts.

Abstracting & Indexing
doaJ; gale®: academic oneFile, infotrac custom, science 
resource center; proQuest: ulrich’s, summon™; eBscohost; 
indexcopernicus
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Jurisprudencija / 
Jurisprudence  12

Verslo ir teisės aktualijos /  
current issues of Business and law  12

Viešasis administravimas / 
public administration  13

Viešoji politika ir administravimas  /  
public policy and administration  13

lithuanian annual strategic review 2009 –2010 /  
lietuvos metinė strateginė apžvalga 2009–2010  14

issues of Business and law  14
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Business: theory and practice  15

Vadyba /  
management  15

organizacijų vadyba: sisteminiai tyrimai /  
management of organizations: systematic research  16

Verslas, vadyba ir studijos / 
Business, management and education  16

economics and rural development / 
ekonomika ir kaimo vystymas  17

Vadybos mokslas ir studijos – kaimo verslų ir jų 
infrastruktūros plėtrai / 
management theory and studies for rural Business  
and infrastructure development   17

inžinerinė ekonomika- 
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ekonomika ir vadyba: aktualijos ir perspektyvos / 
economics and management: current issues and 
perspectives  19

Journal of Business economics and management  19
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technological and  
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Jurisprudencija / 
Jurisprudence

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. Habil. dr. mindaugas maksimaitis

print issn 1392-6195

online issn 2029-2058

Volume 19(1)

Frequency Quarterly

language en / lt / de / Fr

http://jurisprudence.mruni.eu

Publisher 
mykolas romeris university

Partners
Wroclaw university (poland), masaryk university Faculty of law 
(czech republic), university of latvia, Faculty of law (latvia), 
university of tartu, Faculty of law (estonia)

Journal Scope
the aims of research papers’ publication Jurisprudence – to 
initiate scientific dialog between legal professionals and 
academics of eastern and central europe in order to consider the 
main challenges their legal systems are facing in the transition 
period towards Western legal order. the emphasis is put on the 
reception of modern legal thought, Western legal tradition and 
the implementation of european union law.

Jurisprudence publishes original scholarly articles in various fields 
of law: 

 – legal philosophy, theory and history,
 – comparative law,
 – constitutional law, 
 – international law, 
 – european union law, 
 – civil and civil procedure law, 
 – administrative and administrative process law, 
 – environmental law,
 – criminal and criminal procedure law, 
 – Business and labour law, 
 – Finance, banking, corporate and tax law, 
 – Biolaw, 
 – criminology, 
 – criminal investigation, 
 –   legal informatics and etc.

Abstracting & Indexing
eBscohost: academic search complete, current abstracts, public 
affairs index, socindeX, socindeX with Full text, toc premier; 
ulrich’s; indexcopernicus

Verslo ir teisės aktualijos /  
Current Issues of Business and Law

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr Habil.  Juozas ruževičius

print issn 1822-9530

online issn 2029-574X

Volume 7

Frequency Biannually

language en / lt

http://www.vta.ttvam.eu

Publisher 
international school of law and Business 

Journal Scope
the journal publishes original scientific papers on the latest 
research dealing with various aspects of business economics, 
management and law. the journal maintains the academic 
standard of its content by accepting papers that represent 
empirical and theoretical research conducted either at the 
national or international level as well as ensuring peer-review by 
subject-matter experts and supervision by the editorial Board of 
respected academicians. 

the areas of research include, but are not limited to the following:
 – economic development;
 – global Business;
 – Business environment;
 – strategic management and marketing;
 – sustainable development;
 – Quality management;
 – Finance and investment;
 – mathematical methods in economics and management;
 – international economics law;
 – comparative law;
 – Business law;
 – international economic law;
 – labour law;
 – commercial law;
 – corporate law;
 – competition law.

the journal provides a valuable source and tool to enhance the 
accomplishments of scientists, lecturers, doctors and students.

Abstracting & Indexing
eBscohost: Business source complete and toc premier; econlit; 
cabell‘s directory of publishing opportunities in management; 
indexcopernicus; proQuest: ulrich’s and summontm; doaJ

ISSN 1822-9530 print
ISSN 2029-574X online

VERSLO IR TEISĖS
AKTUALIJOS

Mokslo darbai / Research papers

CURRENT ISSUES 
OF BUSINESS 
AND LAW

2011, 6(1)
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Viešasis administravimas / 
Public administration 

Editors-in-Chief 
prof. dr eugenijus chlivickas 
prof. dr Habil. Borisas melnikas 

print issn 1648-4541

online issn –

Volume

Frequency Quarterly

language lt / en

http://www.lvalia.lt/pradziagera.htm

Publisher 
lithuanian public administration training association 

Journal Scope
 – publish the latest scientist research results in area of 

management and business administration for lithuanian and 
foreign readers.

 – to present national achievments to foreign scientists, 
educators and civil servants at national and municipal level, 
i.e. for everybody who is interested in public administration 
theory and practise;

 – to initiate active exchange of experience with foreign experts 
and scientists;

 – to pay attention to the formation of rational state structures, 
increasing in efficiency of governing, development of civil 
servant‘s professionalism and skills;

 – the spread of professionally and scientifically based 
experience of public administration.

Abstracting & Indexing
eBscohost; ulrich’s; login; gesis; indexcopernicus

Viešoji politika ir administravimas  /  
Public Policy and Administration

Editors-in-Chief 
prof. dr Habil.  Vladislavas domarkas,  
prof. dr  tadas sudnickas

print issn 1648-2603

online issn 2029-2872

Volume 11(1)

Frequency Quarterly

language en / lt / ru/ de / ru

http://ppa.mruni.eu

Publishers 
mykolas romeris university; Kaunas university of technology

Partner
Wroclaw university (poland)

Journal Scope
aims and scope of the academic journal public policy and 
administration: 

 – to encourage scientific research aimed at finding new 
theoretical and practical solutions for the formation and 
implementation of public policy; 

 – to analyze current trends in public administration and 
suggest new alternatives for decision making and 
implementation for public administration practice; 

 – to pay special attention to the analysis and critical evaluation 
of the processes of public administration in eastern and 
central europe;   

 – to contribute to the improvement of the research 
methodology in the field of public policy; 

 – to ensure effective dissemination of scientific knowledge 
by publishing relevant up-to-date studies and conference 
reviews.

Abstracting & Indexing
eBsco publishing, inc., indexcopernicus, pa@BaBel, ulrich’s, 
c.e.e.o.l.
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Issues of Business and Law 

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr Habil.  Juozas ruževičius

print issn –

online issn 2029-1094

Volume 3

Frequency annual

language en

http://www.ibl.ttvam.eu

Publisher 
international school of law and Business 

Journal Scope
the journal provides a platform for original papers on the latest 
research dealing with various aspects of business economics, 
management and law. the papers published in the journal must 
make empirical and theoretical contributions and also be relevant 
to practice. the journal is published exclusively online. 

the journal is designed for publishing papers in the following 
areas of research:

 – regional development;
 – theory and practice of entrepreneurship;
 – Business management;
 – interdisciplinary approach to economic and law theories;
 – Finance management;
 – corporate social responsibility;
 – Human resource management;
 – innovations;
 – accounting;
 – economic analysis of law;
 – Jurisprudence;
 – contemporary law;
 – private law.

Abstracting & Indexing
eBscohost: Business source complete; ulrich‘s; indexcopernicus; 
econis; ceJsH (the central european Journal of social sciences 
and Humanities); doaJ.

Lithuanian Annual Strategic Review 
2009 –2010 / Lietuvos metinė strateginė 
apžvalga 2009–2010

Editor-in-Chief 
prof.  gediminas Vitkus 

print issn 1648-8024

online issn –

Volume –

Frequency annual

language en / lt

http://www.lka.lt  

Publisher 
the general Jonas Zemaitis military academy of lithuania 

Partner 
institute of international relations and political science of Vilnius 
university 

Journal Scope
the main objective of this publication is to provide the readers 
with a wide-scale anglysis and generalization of the changes, 
both essential and significant, in relation to the national 
security of lithuania at the international-systemic, regional, 
and national levels. the yearbook also aims to give maximum 
emphasis to the specificity of lithuanian national security issues 
and comprehensively present them to a widely interested and 
concerned audience.

Abstracting & Indexing
iBss (the international Bibliography of the social sciences); ipsa 
(international political science abstracts); eBscohost: current 
abstracts, international security & counter terrorism reference 
center, toc premier; isn (international relations and security 
network); ulrich’s
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Vadyba /  
Management

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr Habil.  antanas andrius Bielskis

print issn 1648-7974

online issn –

Volume 20

Frequency semianual

language lt / en / ru

http://www.vlvk.lt/management

Publisher 
West lithuanian Business college

Journal Scope
Journal articles published in lithuanian, english and russian 
languages, in order to maintain the international publication 
requirements. “management” is published periodically twice a 
year. edition for the regional economy, management and techno-
logy issues to consider. Journal published in the lithuanian higher 
schools, scientific research institutions, and foreign researchers. 
publication is by an anonymous reviewing system.

Abstracting & Indexing
eBscohost; ulrich’s; indexcopernicus; c.e.e.o.l (central and 
eastern european online library)

Verslas: teorija ir praktika / 
Business: Theory and Practice

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr Habil.  romualdas ginevičius 

print issn 1648-0627

online issn 1822-4202

Volume 13

Frequency Quarterly

language lt / en

http://www.btp.vgtu.lt 

Publisher 
Vilnius gediminas technical university

Journal Scope
the Journal aims to facilitate interconnection between business 
theory and practice. the Journal is devoted to researches, 
working in business management and economics field and, 
strive to take into account needs of entrepreneurs and ceo‘s 
working at lithuanian and foreign enterprises. the Journal is 
expected to raise interest of state institutions engaged in business 
regulation and investment initiation. publishers seek to spread 
and popularize scientific knowledge by publishing papers and 
conferences’ reviews complying with below indicated topics.

Abstracting & Indexing
scopus; iconda (the international construction database); 
csa (cambridge scientific abstracts): advanced polymers 
abstracts, aerospace & High technology database, aluminum 
industry abstracts, csa civil engineering abstracts, csa 
engineering research database, csa High technology research 
database with aerospace, csa materials research database 
with metadeX, csa mechanical & transportation engineering 
abstracts, csa technology research database, ceramic abstracts/
World ceramic abstracts, composites industry abstracts, 
computer and information systems abstracts Journal, corrosion 
abstracts, earthquake engineering abstracts, electronics and 
communications abstracts Journal, engineered materials 
abstracts, international aerospace abstracts, materials Business 
File, metadeX, solid state and superconductivity abstracts; 
gale®: academic oneFile, Business & company proFile asap, 
Business & company resource center, Business asap, Business 
asap international, general Business File asap, infotrac custom; 
proQuest: ulrich’s, summon™; eBscohost: Business source 
complete, Business source corporate, current abstracts, toc 
premier; c.e.e.o.l (central and eastern european online library); 
indexcopernicus; exellence in research for australia (era) 2012 
Journal list (era id 124984)

sJr (2010) = 0.035 
sJr (2011) = 0.031 
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Business, Management  
and Education

Editor-in-Chief 
asoc. prof. dr  Jelena stankevičienė

print issn 2029-7491

online issn 2029-6169

Volume 10

Frequency Biannually

language en

http://www.bme.vgtu.lt

Publisher 
Vilnius gediminas technical university

Journal Scope
the Journal focuses on contemporary business, management 
and economic issues as well as on the questions of business 
management studies process. 

the Journal is designed for publishing articles in the following 
fields of research: sustainable return strategies; regional 
competitiveness through investment efficiency; production 
economics and management; innovation management; 
Financial engineering; investment decisions Financial institution 
management in times of economic turbulence; international 
marketing; social and economical environment of business 
development; information and telecommunication technologies 
in business; eu economic growth drivers; e-governance; 
entrepreneurship; general management; sustainable enterprise; 
globalisation processes; High education management; case 
studies.

Abstracting & Indexing
doaJ; proQuest: ulrich’s, summon™; eBscohost: Business source 
complete; gale®: academic oneFile; indexcopernicus

Organizacijų vadyba: sisteminiai 
tyrimai / Management of 
Organizations: Systematic Research

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr Habil.  povilas Zakarevičius

print issn 1392-1142

online issn –

Volume 59

Frequency Quarterly

language lt / en

http://library.vdu.lt/ml-ovst.htm

Publisher 
Vytautas magnus university

Partner
Vilnius university 

Journal Scope
the aims of the journal are:

 – to encourage scientific research seeking for new theoretical 
and practical solutions; 

 – to analyze modern management trends and to model 
new decision making and implementing alternatives in 
management practice;

 – to contribute with new scientific ideas to the development of 
management research methodology;

 – to provide the dissemination of scientific knowledge 
publishing the latest scientific research on management 
issues.

the journal covers quite a wide range of subjects: methodology 
of management, analysis of organisational concept, interaction 
of organisation and microeconomic environment, theory and 
practice of entrepreneurship, organisational design, human 
resource management, marketing management, strategic 
management, finance management, production management, 
operations management, tendencies of management 
development, business globalisation.

Abstracting & Indexing
eBsco publishing (Business source complete), proQuest,  
c.e.e.o.l, Viniti, indexcopernicus
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Economics and Rural Development / 
Ekonomika ir kaimo vystymas

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr Habil.  Baiba rivža

print issn 1822-3346

online issn –

Volume 8 (1)

Frequency Biannually

language en

http://www.lzuu.lt/erd/lt

Publisher 
aleksandras stulginskis university

Partners
latvia university of agriculture
university of Warmia and mazury in olsztyn (poland)

Journal Scope
the journal seeks to highlight the best practice and research of 
developed and rapidly growing countries of the world, especially 
in the Baltic region. editorial Board hopes for scientific articles 
from the researchers of all countries of the world who can 
enrich economics and management sciences in the area of rural 
development.

the main topics of the journal are following: 
 – rural development, including agricultural economics, 

methodology.
 – rural development policy and its implementation.
 – agricultural competitiveness.
 – economics of resources and its management.
 – strategic management of rural organizations.
 – Finance, accounting, statistics and analysis of rural 

development.
 – rural sociology.
 – rural education and studying.
 – development of information and Knowledge based society 

in rural areas.

in addition to scientific articles in this journal is published the 
following information:

 – informative surveys on phd papers, scientific conferences 
and other research activities.

 – summaries of scientific monographs.

Abstracting & Indexing
caBi: caB abstracts; ulrich’s; indexcopernicus

Vadybos mokslas ir studijos – kaimo 
verslų ir jų infrastruktūros plėtrai / 
Management Theory and Studies for Rural 
Business and Infrastructure Development 

Editor-in-Chief 
prof dr Habil.  Julius ramanauskas 

print issn 1822-6760

online issn 1822-6760

issue 6 (30)

Frequency Quarterly

language lt / en / ru / ua / pl / lV

http://www.lzuu.lt/vadyb/en/

Publisher 
aleksandras stulginskis university

Journal Scope
the aim of the journal is to promote and share scientific ideas of 
business and administration, practically and theoretically related 
to countryside, agriculture and its infrastructure. there could be 
also published theoretical articles in the field of management and 
administration.

in the journal are published scientific articles of scientists, 
industrial workers and practicians from higher educational and 
scientific institutions of lithuania, check republic, denmark, 
estonia, Finland, germany, Holland, italy, poland, russia, slovak 
republic, ukraine and other countries. it should be mentioned 
as well that some journal volumes were published together with 
scientific institutions of other countries.

Abstracting & Indexing
eBscohost: Business source complete; ulrich’s, indexcopernicus
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Intelektinė ekonomika /  
Intellectual Economics

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. habil. dr. antanas Buračas

print issn 1822-8011

online issn 1822-8038

Volume 5(3)

Frequency Quarterly

language lt / en

http://intellectual-economics.mruni.eu

Publisher 
mykolas romeris university

Partners
lithuanian academy of sciences, Wroclaw university (poland) 

Journal Scope
the journal intellectual economics is oriented for publishing 
articles from the following fields of research:

 – intellectual economics,
 – innovations and investment management,
 – Knowledge economics,
 – sustainable development of economy and social 

technologies.
 – ict economy,
 – Human resource management,
 – effective management of economic systems.

Abstracting & Indexing
eBscohost; index copernicus; Journal of economic literature 
(Jel) classification system. ulrich’s; the american economic 
association’s electronic bibliography, econlit; c.e.e.o.l (central 
and eastern european online library).

Inžinerinė Ekonomika- 
Engineering Economics 

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr. Bronislovas martinkus

print issn 1392-2785

online issn 2029-5839

Volume 23

Frequency 5 numbers per year

language en

http://www.inzeko.ktu.lt

Publisher 
Kaunas university of technology

Journal Scope
to disseminate theoretical and empirical results of researches 
based on broad range of issues such as economics and 
managerial research and assessment of the problems related to 
engineering decisions, new technologies, strategic business in 
changing environment, social responsibility.

the journal will be best for subscribers because journal pre-
sents a holistic and broad view of changes in economics 
and management occurring throughout businesses and 
entrepreneurship in the context of globalization. 

the great reasons for authors to write for the journal are as 
follows: journal provides a broad and unified platform to disclose 
and spread economics and management research issues. it 
attempts to bridge the gap concerning theory and practice 
integration. the journal also services the teaching progress based 
on research issues. 

social science.

Abstracting & Indexing
thomson reuters: social sciences citation index, Web of science; 
scopus; iBss (the international Bibliography of the social 
sciences); Viniti ran; eBscohost: Business source complete, 
Business source corporate, current abstracts, toc premier; 
c.e.e.o.l (central and eastern european online library); ulrich’s; 
doaJ (directory of open access Journals); exellence in research 
for australia (era) 2012 Journal list (era id 32865)

Web of science 
impact Factor = 2.168 (Jcr 2010) 

sJr (2010) = 0.057
sJr (2011) = 0.045
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Ekonomika ir vadyba: aktualijos 
ir perspektyvos / Economics and 
Management: Current Issues and 
Perspectives

Editor-in-Chief 
assoc. prof. gintaras Šaparnis

print issn 1648-9098

online issn –

issues 1(25)

Frequency 3 issues per year

language lt / ru / en

http://su.lt/ml/evap

Publisher 
siauliai university

Journal Scope
“economics and management: current issues and perspectives” –  
a periodic, reviewed scientific publication of Šiauliai university 
social science faculty, published from 2002. the aim of the 
journal – stimulate scientific researches, ensuring dispersion and 
promotion of scientific knowledge. articles analyzing various 
questions of economics, management and administration as well 
as reviews of doctoral dissertations, monographs and critiques 
of exercise and scientific books are published in journal. Full text 
publications in lithuanian, english and russian are published on 
line.

Abstracting & Indexing
indexcopernicus; ulrich’s

Journal of Business Economics and 
Management

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr Habil.  romualdas ginevičius 

print issn 1611-1699

online issn 2029-4433

Volume 13

Frequency 5 issues per year

language en

http://www.tandfonline.com/tbem

Publishers 
taylor & Francis group 
Vilnius gediminas technical university

Partners
the Baltic sea academy, north-german academy of informalogy 
(stralsund) e.V., Karol adamiecki unibversity of economics in 
Katowice, VŠB – technical university of ostrava 

Journal Scope
the main themes of Journal are: international business, 
tendencies and results of globalization, theoretical and practical 
problems of transitional economics, growth and development of 
economics, economy of organization, finance and investment, 
strategically management, marketing, development of innovation, 
administration of public sector, analysis of different business 
situation and development of different countries. 

Journal welcomes the original research papers; accent – economic 
transformation process of central and eastern europe.

Abstracting & Indexing
thomson reuters: social sciences citation index, Web of science; 
scopus; iconda (the international construction database); gale®: 
academic oneFile, Business & company proFile asap, Business & 
company resource center, Business asap, Business asap international, 
general Business File asap, infotrac custom; csa (cambridge 
scientific abstracts): advanced polymers abstracts, aerospace & 
High technology database, aluminum industry abstracts, csa civil 
engineering abstracts, csa engineering research database, csa 
High technology research database with aerospace, csa materials 
research database with metadeX, csa mechanical & transportation 
engineering abstracts, csa technology research database, ceramic 
abstracts/World ceramic abstracts, composites industry abstracts, 
computer and information systems abstracts Journal, corrosion 
abstractsearthquake engineering abstracts, electronics and 
communications abstracts Journal, engineered materials abstracts, 
international aerospace abstracts, materials Business File, metadeX, 
solid state and superconductivity abstracts; econlit; proQuest: 
ulrich’s, summon™; eBscohost: Business source complete, Business 
source corporate, current abstracts, toc premier; c.e.e.o.l (central 
and eastern european online library); indexcopernicus; exellence in 
research for australia (era) 2012 Journal list (era id 18567)

Web of science
impact Factor = 3.866 (Jcr 2010) 

sJr (2010) = 0.062
sJr (2011) = 0.043
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sJr (2010) = 0.072
sJr (2011) = 0.073

Web of science
impact Factor = 5.605 (Jcr 2010)

Technological and  
Economic Development of Economy

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr Habil.  edmundas Kazimieras 
 Zavadskas

print issn 2029-4913

online issn 2029-4921

Volume 18

Frequency Quarterly

language en

http://www.tandfonline.com/tted

Publishers 
taylor & Francis group 
Vilnius gediminas technical university

Partners
lithuanian academy of sciences; tallinn university of technology, 
riga technical university, lithuanian operational research society 
(litors)

Journal Scope
Journal publishes original research and review articles and book 
reviews. the Journal’s fields of research: strategies, approaches 
and methods for sustainable development; health care and 
sustainable development; alternative economic paradigms for 
sustainable development; partnership in the field of sustainable 
development; industry and sustainable development; sustainable 
development challenges to business and management; 
technological changes and sustainable development; social, 
economic and political aspects of sustainability, innovations; life 
cycle design and assessment; ethics, ecology and sustainability; 
sustainable design; assessment of environmental impact; decision 
making theory; theory and practice of operations research; 
optimization, simulation.

Abstracting & Indexing
thomson reuters: social sciences citation index, Web of science; 
scopus; iconda (the international construction database); csa 
(cambridge scientific abstracts): advanced polymers abstracts, 
aerospace & High technology database, aluminum industry 
abstracts, csa civil engineering abstracts, csa engineering 
research database, csa High technology research database with 
aerospace, csa materials research database with metadeX, csa 
mechanical & transportation engineering abstracts, csa technology 
research database, ceramic abstracts/World ceramic abstracts, 
composites industry abstracts, computer and information systems 
abstracts Journal, corrosion abstracts, earthquake engineering 
abstracts, electronics and communications abstracts Journal, 
engineered materials abstracts, international aerospace abstracts, 
materials Business File, metadeX, solid state and superconductivity 
abstracts; gale®: academic oneFile, infotrac custom; proQuest: 
ulrich’s, summon™; eBscohost: Business source complete, Business 
source corporate, Business source premier, current abstracts, toc 
premier; c.e.e.o.l (central and eastern european online library); 
indexcopernicus; exellence in research for australia (era) 2012 
Journal list (era id 124997)

Taikomoji ekonomika: sisteminiai 
tyrimai / Applied Economics: 
Systematic Research

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr Habil.  pranas Žukauskas

print issn 1822-7996

online issn –

Volume 5

Frequency Biannually

language lt / en

http://library.vdu.lt/ml-test.htm

Publisher 
Vytautas magnus university

Journal Scope
to encourage scientific research in economics seeking for new 
theoreti-cal and practical solutions; to analyze modern trends 
in economies; to contribute with new scientific ideas to the 
development of research methodology in economics; to provide 
the dissemination of scientific knowledge in economics. the 
Journal’s fields of research:

 – government economic policy and macroeconomic 
Forecasting

 – economic development and growth
 – industrial and production economics
 – international economics and trade, transition economies
 – labour and demographic economics
 – Finance and Financial economics
 – monetary economics and Banking
 – environmental and resource economics
 – public and social economics
 – mathematical and Quantitative methods in economics

Abstracting & Indexing
eBscohost, proQuest; ulrich’s; indexcopernicus
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sJr (2010) = 0.044
sJr (2011) = 0.059

Web of science
impact Factor = 2.615 (Jcr 2010)

Socialinių mokslų studijos /  
Social Sciences Studies 

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr.  Vytis Valatka

print issn 2029-2236

online issn 2029-2244

Volume 4(1)

Frequency Quarterly

language en / lt / de / Fr

http://sss.mruni.eu

Publisher 
mykolas romeris university

Partners
Wroclaw university (poland), masaryk university Faculty of law 
(czech republic), university of latvia (republic of latvia)

Journal Scope
the major aims of periodic reviewed research papers journal 
social sciences studies are:

 – to promote a scholarly dialogue between scholars of eastern 
and central european region; 

 – to analyze the legal and other social problems specific to the 
eastern and central europe; 

 – to develop interdisciplinary research of law and other social 
sciences.

Abstracting & Indexing
index copernicus, ulrich’s, c.e.e.o.l (central and eastern european 
online library); eBscohost

International Journal of  
Strategic Property Management 

Editor-in-Chief 
assoc. prof.  audrius Banaitis

print issn 1648-715X

online issn 1648-9179

Volume 16

Frequency Quarterly

language en

http://www.tandfonline.com/tspm

Publishers
taylor & Francis group 
Vilnius gediminas technical university

Partners
lithuanian academy of sciences, edinburgh napier university

Journal Scope
the iJspm is a peer-reviewed, interdisciplinary Journal which 
publishes original research papers. the Journal provides a forum 
for discussion and debate relating to all areas of strategic property 
management. topics include, but are not limited to, the following: 
asset management, facilities management, property policy, 
budgeting and financial controls, enhancing residential property 
value, marketing and leasing, risk management, real estate 
valuation and investment, innovations in residential management, 
housing finance, sustainability and housing development, 
applications of information technologies in property 
management, mathematical methods in property management, 
international comparisons and developments, theoretical and 
conceptual frameworks for strategic property management, etc.

Abstracting & Indexing
thomson reuters: current contents/social & Behavioral sciences, 
social sciences citation index (Web of science); scopus; iconda 
(the international construction database); csa (cambridge 
scientific abstracts); inspec; cabell’s directory of publishing 
opportunities in economics & Finance; international abstracts 
in operations research; Journal of real estate literature; gale®: 
academic oneFile, infotrac custom; Viniti ran; proQuest: aBi/
inForm complete, aBi/inForm global, Business module, 
proQuest central, proQuest research library, proQuest social 
science Journals, ulrich’s, summon™; eBscohost: Business source 
complete, Business source corporate, central & eastern european 
academic source, current abstracts, toc premier; c.e.e.o.l 
(central and eastern european online library); indexcopernicus; 
exellence in research for australia (era) 2012 Journal list (era id 
35986) 
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Socialiniai tyrimai / 
Social Research 

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr  teodoras tamošiūnas

print issn 1392-3110

online issn –

issues 1(25)

Frequency 3 issues per year

language en / lt

http://su.lt/ml/st

Publisher 
siauliai university 

Journal Scope
“social research” – a periodic, reviewed scientific publication 
of siauliai university social science‘s faculty, published since 
1997. Here are found the articles of only high scientific worth, 
prepared based on the researches in social science‘s, to solve new 
theoretical and practical issues. in order to enhance the scientific 
quality of publications every edition is oriented towards the 
highest international scientific level, initiating multidisciplinarity. 
For the most part the journal attracts attention of researches 
in management and administration, economics, sociology and 
education. Full text publications are published on line.

Abstracting & Indexing
eBscohost: current abstracts, socindeX, socindeX with Full text, 
toc premier; ulrich‘s; c.e.e.o.l (central and eastern european 
online library), indexcopernicus

Socialinis darbas / 
Social Work 

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr. leta dromantienė

print issn 1648-4789

online issn 2029-2775

Volume 11(1)

Frequency Biannually

language en / lt

http://social-work.mruni.eu

Publisher 
mykolas romeris university

Partner
Wroclaw university (poland)

Journal Scope
the periodical peer-reviewed journal social Work aims to 
promote dialogue between researchers from different branches 
of social science (social policy, social work, sociology, education, 
psychology, etc.) and to present interdisciplinary studies on 
social development and population problems in lihuania, the eu, 
eastern and central european and other countries.

Abstracting & Indexing
current abstracts, socindeX, socindeX with Full text, toc 
premier, ulrich’s, c.e.e.o.l (central and eastern european online 
library); eBscohost
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Mokslas ir edukaciniai procesai / 
Science and Processes of Education

Editors-in-Chief 
assoc. prof. dr  inga iždonaitė-medžiūnienė 
sonata mačiulskytė

print issn 1822-4644

online issn –

Volume 17

Frequency Biannually

language lt / en / ru

http://www.mep.kvam.lt

Publisher 
Klaipeda Business school

Journal Scope
the articles published in journal are dealing with social 
humanitarian sciences and biomedicine including such topics as

 – management and development of an organisation;
 – theory and practice of marketing, consumer’s behaviour;
 – economic processes;
 – informational society;
 – theory and practice of social / humanitarian sciences;
 – methodology of social / humanitarian sciences;
 – development tendencies of social / humanitarian sciences;
 – social problems and dealing with them;
 – training, in-service training;
 – learning organisation;
 – globalisation;
 – public health issues.

Abstracting & Indexing
indexcopernicus; ulrich‘s; doaJ (directory of open access 
Journals)

Pedagogika / Research Papers of  
Pedagogy Studies

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr Habil.  marijona Barkauskaitė

print issn 1392-0340

online issn –

Volume 105

Frequency Quarterly

language lt / en / ru / de

http://www.vpu.lt/pedagogika

Publisher 
lithuanian university of educationl sciences

Journal Scope
the significance of the publication is conditioned by the 
continuality of fundamental ideas of education science and practice, 
which creates conditions for their comprehensive integration 
based on the latest researches of scientists and practitioners as 
well as on scientific searches of master and doctoral students. the 
variety of themes, which embraces all the spheres of pedagogy, 
andragogy and education management, also contributes to its 
significance. it should be pointed out that papers by foreign 
contributors are also published, which expands the space of 
the pedagogical thought by new experiences and insights. 
the exceptionality of this publication is reflected through an 
expeditious response to the key aspects relevant for educational 
practice, which include all the spheres of education, and 
especially through development of didactic aspects, which 
naturally embody interdisciplinary potential, as well as trough  
linking of teacher training and school practice.

Abstracting & Indexing
scopus; mla international Bibliography; eBscohost: current 
abstracts, education research complete, toc premier; ulrich’s; 
c.e.e.o.l (central and eastern european online library); 
indexcopernicus; doaJ (directory of open access Journals)

sJr (2010) = 0.024
sJr (2011) = 0.025
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Mokytojų ugdymas / 
Teacher Education 

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr Habil.  audronė Juodaitytė

print issn 1822-119X

online issn 1822-119X

issues 16 (1)

Frequency Biannually

language lt / ru / en

http://su.lt/ml/mu

Publisher 
siauliai university 

Journal Scope
the journal “teacher education” belongs to social sciences and 
represents the area of education studies. it is orientated towards 
pedeutology tradition of theoretical and empirical sciences, 
which is an inter-sectoral area of social-humanitarian sciences, 
which investigates the processes of becoming of teachers as 
intermediates of the education system and the education process 
(in a broad sense), of society’s culture, of experience of a person 
and their groups. the journal seeks to involve researchers of the 
pedeutology area, develop their methodological competencies 
and competence that is necessary for researchers of this new area. 
topics of the publications include areas of the education system 
and education process related problems that are significant for 
teachers:

 – problems of political structural changes of the system of 
education;

 – methodology of theoretical and empirical researches of 
socialcultural phenomena;

 – problems of research instrumentation;
 – analysis and spread of events that are significant to the 

science of education studies and educational practice.

Abstracting & Indexing
indexcopernicus; eBscohost; ulrich’s; doaJ (directory of open 
access Journals)

Social Welfare Interdisciplinary 
Approach

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. ingrida Baranauskienė
doc. Katerina Kolchenko

print issn 2029-7424

online issn –

issues 2

Frequency Biannually

language en 

http://su.lt/sgnsf/mokslas/social-welfare

Publisher 
siauliai university

Partners
siauliai university, open international university of Human 
development „ukraine“

Journal Scope
it is not the first year that Šiauliai university from lithuania and 
open international university of Human development “ukraine” 
from the ukraine collaborate promoting social participation 
of persons with disability. Both universities with their real 
institutional example strive for the creation of all conditions for 
persons with disability to study in the universities thus making 
real preconditions for further societal integration. it is this 
common aim that is the essential value uniting both universities. 
pointing out another common value with the statement by elster 
“History is the result of human activity not of ideas” we would like 
to explain not only the circumstances under which the journal 
appeared but also ensure that we would strive for the unity of 
science and practice, so that the research presented in the journal 
has distinct methodological direction – orientation towards the 
creation of social welfare in the society. Being for the unity of 
science and practice we firstly speak up for the investment in 
people and knowledge (concept by schultz). it is the third value 
uniting us. this value basis: striving for social justice – active 
performance – investments in people and knowledge – not only 
describes mission and aims of the journal but also guarantees 
internationality, interdisciplinarity and originality of scientific 
works. only by acting together we could expect the changes in 
the society.

Abstracting & Indexing
eBsco: socindeX with Full text; ulrich’s; indexcopernicus
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Ugdymo psichologija / 
Educational psychology

Editor-in-Chief 
assoc. prof.  Violeta rimkevičienė

print issn 1392–639X

online issn –

Volume 23

Frequency Biannually

language lt / en / ru

http://www.vpu.lt/ugdymopsichologija

Publisher 
lithuanian university of educational sciences 

Journal Scope
to facilitate the dissemination and the popularization of the 
current scientific ideas and research findings of educational and 
developmental psychology, and interdisciplinary sciences.
to analyze modern educational and development psychology 
tendencies.
to develop the methodology of educational and developmental 
psychology.

Abstracting & Indexing
mla international Bibliography; eBscohost: current abstracts, 
education research complete, toc premier; ulrich’s; 
indexcopernicus

Socialinis ugdymas / 
Social Education

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr. giedrė Kvieskienė

print issn 1392-9569

online issn –

Volume 30

Frequency Quarterly

language lt / en

http://www.ski.vpu.lt 

Publisher 
lithuanian university of educational sciences 

Journal Scope
 – to spread the ideas of social welfare in the context of 

education;
 – to make socio-psychological and socio-pedagogical help 

organization and delivery more effective;
 – to promote researches in lithuania in fields of social work 

education and social development; 
 – publication of foreign best practice models for the 

development of active citizen awareness and self-expression.

Abstracting & Indexing
eBscohost: socindeX with Full text; ulrich’s; indexcopernicus
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Lyčių studijos ir tyrimai /  
Gender Studies and Research

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr  Virginija Šidlauskienė

print issn 1822-6310

online issn –

issues 10

Frequency annual

language lt / en

http://su.lt/ml/lst

Publisher 
siauliai university

Partners
Vytautas magnus university center for social research, Vilnius 
university center for gender studies

Journal Scope
“gender studies and research” – an interdisciplinary scientific 
journal, critically analyzes the problems of today’s sex and gender 
systems research perspectives, covering the humanities and social 
sciences, the arts and popular culture.

in order to dialogue between the academic and interdisciplinary 
communication to ensure the magazine publishes articles 
analyzing social, cultural and educational, historical and social 
issues from a gender perspective.

the dominant theme of the magazine disclosed these issues 
as construction of social relations between men and women 
(in) equality, (non) discrimination, paying particular attention 
to gender and race / ethnicity, language, origin, social status, 
religion, belief or opinion, age, sexual orientation, disability, 
ethnicity and religion, the relationship between the multiplicity in 
the hearing.

Abstracting & Indexing
eBscohost; indexcopernicus; ulrich‘s

Specialusis ugdymas / 
Special Education 

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr  stefanija ališauskienė

print issn 1392-5369

online issn –

issues 1(26)

Frequency Biannually

language en / lt

http://su.lt/ml/su

Publisher 
siauliai university 

Journal Scope
the aims of the special education as an international publiction 
are:

 – supplement research resources of education and social 
participation of persons with disabilities;

 – provide a forum for scientists and practitioners who work 
with people having disabilities in various spheres and 
environments of life;

 – unite scientists and practitioners at national and international 
level who work in the sphere of education and social 
participation of persons with disabilities;

 – publish results of theoretical and empirical research in 
education and social intervention;

 – promote a multidisciplinary approach;
 – be open for educational, psychological, sociological, medical, 

managerial, political and other tradition of disability studies;
 – publish only seminal papers reflecting the newest 

developments of research ideas and empirical inquiries.

Abstracting & Indexing
mla international Bibliography; eBscohost: current abstracts, 
education research complete, education research index, toc 
premier; gesis: Knowledge Base social sciences eastern european 
Journal list; indexcopernicus; ulrich‘s
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Journal of Security and  
Sustainability Issues

Editor-in-Chief 
dr. Valdas rakutis, prof. Jay mitra,  
prof. manuela tvaronavičienė

print issn 2029-7017 

online issn 2029-7025 

Volume 2011 01(1)

Frequency Quarterly

language en

http://www.lka.lt

Publisher 
the general Jonas Žemaitis military academy of lithuania

Partners
ministry of national defence republic of lithuania; the university 
of salford; university of essex, essex Business school, centre of 
entrepreneurship research; World institute for engineering and 
technology education; riceBa; estonian Business school; energy 
security center; entrepreneurship and sustainability center; 
aVada

Journal Scope
the journal‘s areas of research include, but are not limited to, the 
following: 

 – conceptual approaches towards security and sustainability 
 – globalization processes and social security 
 – defence and security technologies 
 – innovations and technological development for security and 

sustainability 
 – energy security 
 – regulation of the security industry 
 – transition issues and secure development 
 – computer and information security 
 – Human and environmental security 
 – Biodiversity and ecological sustainability 
 – economic growth and sustainable development 
 – economics of sustainable organizations and industries 
 – sustainable entrepreneurship 
 – intercultural communication for security and sustainability 
 – secure development of sector economics 
 – sustainable Finance and investment 
 – strategic management for sustainability 
 – case studies on security and sustainability issues 
 – evaluations of security measures

Abstracting & Indexing
eBscohost

Sporto mokslas/ 
Sport Science

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. povilas Karoblis

print issn 1392-1401

online issn –

Volume 67

Frequency Quarterly

language lt/en

www.sportinfo.lt

Publisher 
lithuanian sports science council, lithuanian olympic acad-emy, 
lithuanian academy of physical education, lithuanian university 
of educational sciences

Journal Scope
the journal publishes the latest and original lithuanian and 
foreign researches results in social, biomedical, physical, hu-
manitarian science fields; introduces to the newest articles from 
the leading lithuanian and foreign laboratories; represents the 
latest information from sport science congresses, international 
conferences; the latest doctoral dissertations are introduced, as 
well. editorials form and suggest resolutions to various sport 
science problems in lithuania, follow foreign experience. this 
journal embraces  all  areas of sport science, helps in developing 
lithuanian sport science strategy.

Abstracting & Indexing
indexcopernicus, spolit; ulrich‘s
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Socialinės technologijos / 
Social technologies

Editor-in-Chief 
assoc. prof. dr. saulius norvaišas

print issn –

online issn 2029-7564

issues 1(2)

Frequency Biannually

language en / lt

http://st.mruni.eu

Publisher 
mykolas romeris university 

Partners
Johannes Kepler university linz (austria),  Higher school of 
management and technology at polytechnic institute of santarém 
(portugal), Faculty of organization and informatics at university of 
Zagreb (croatia).

Journal Scope
the major aims of periodic reviewed research papers journal 
social technologies are: 

 – to reveal possibilities of development of application of social 
technologies in social spheres, content, extent, tendencies, 
to prepare decisions of strategic importance, and to foresee 
tasks and recommendations as to how social technologies 
can transform various spheres of social life.

 – to develop interdisciplinary researches in mathematics, 
informatics, electronics, new technologies, management, 
psychology, public administration, economics and other 
fields. 

 – encourage scientific researches seeking for new theoretical 
and practical solutions to designing social technologies and 
adapting them to sustainable development of society. 

 – promotion of scientific knowledge. 
 – main topics of the journal:
 – social technologies in business organization management,
 – social technologies in public management,
 – social technologies’ legal environment,
 – social process modeling and perspectives for development 

of society,
 – social technologies in the processes of teaching and learning. 

Abstracts & Indexing
eBscohost; indexcopernicus; ulrich‘s

Development of Public Law / 
Viešosios teisės raida

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr  egidijus Šileikis 

print issn 2029-6134

online issn –

Volume 1

Frequency annual

language lt / en / de

http://www.devpublaw.eu/

Publisher 
the association of lithuanian serials

Journal Scope
this journal reveals the models and conceptually discussed 
aspects of legislation and judicial jurisprudence. With its scientific 
ideas it also adds up to the improvement of the laws of the 
republic of lithuania and the development of the doctrine of the 
constitutional court and administrative courts of the republic 
of lithuania which are related to the interpretation (evaluation) 
of laws. moreover, the journal aims at publishing the material 
from academic conferences on constitutional and administrative 
law as well as legislation of law-makers and case-law stimulating 
research.

Abstracts & Indexing
indexcopernicus; ulrich’s; doaJ (directory of open access 
Journals);
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Mathematical Modelling and Analysis

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr Habil.  raimondas Čiegis

print issn 1392-6292

online issn 1648-3510

Volume 17

Frequency 5 issues per year

language en

http://www.tandfonline.com/tmma

Publishers 
taylor & Francis group 
Vilnius gediminas technical university

Partners
institute of mathematics and informatics, Vilnius university; 
institute of mathematics, latvian academy of sciences·university 
of latvia; university of tartu 

Journal Scope
mathematical modelling and analysis publishes carefully 
selected, high quality papers which explore new and important 
developments in all areas of mathematical modelling and analysis. 
the scope of the Journal includes: all fields of numerical analysis; 
mathematical aspects of scientific computing; parallel algorithms; 
mathematical modelling; analysis of ode and pde; approximation 
theory; optimization.

Abstracting & Indexing
thomson reuters: science citation index expanded, Web of 
science; scopus; iconda (the international construction 
database); csa (cambridge scientific abstracts): advanced 
polymers abstracts, aerospace & High technology database, 
aluminum industry abstracts, csa civil engineering abstracts, 
csa engineering research database, csa High technology 
research database with aerospace, csa materials research 
database with metadeX, csa mechanical & transportation 
engineering abstracts, csa technology research database, 
ceramic abstracts/World ceramic abstracts, composites 
industry abstracts, computer and information systems abstracts 
Journal, corrosion abstracts, earthquake engineering abstracts, 
electronics and communications abstracts Journal, engineered 
materials abstracts, international aerospace abstracts, materials 
Business File, metadeX, solid state and superconductivity 
abstracts; inspec; mathscinet®: mathematical reviews, current 
mathematical publications; Zentralblatt matH; gale®: academic 
oneFile, infotrac custom; Viniti ran; proQuest: ulrich’s, 
summon™; eBscohost: academic search complete, current 
abstracts, toc premier; indexcopernicus; exellence in research 
for australia (era) 2012 Journal list (era id 32399)

Šiauliai Mathematical Seminar

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr Habil.  antanas laurinčikas

print issn 1822-511X

online issn 1822-511X

Volume 7(15)

Frequency annual

language en

http://siauliaims.su.lt/

Publisher 
siauliai university 

Journal Scope
the journal publishes original research papers and surveys 
on various fields of mathematics, i. e., algebra, combinatorics, 
differential equations, functional analysis, geometry, number 
theory, probability, mathematical statistics, statistics. also articles 
on applications are accepted.

the journal is a continuation of the former „Fizikos ir matematikos 
fakulteto mokslinio seminaro darbai“.

Abstracting & Indexing
mathscinet: mathematical reviews, current mathematical 
publications; Zentralblatt matH;   eBscohost ; ulrich‘s; doaJ 
(directory of open access Journals); socolar (open access 
platform of china educational publications import and export 
corporation)

sJr (2010) = 0.036
sJr (2011) = 0.039

Web of science
impact Factor = 0.685 (Jcr 2010)
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Informatics in Education 

Editor-in-Chief 
prof.  Valentina dagienė 

print issn 1648-5831

online issn –

Volume

Frequency Biannually

language en

http://www.mii.lt/informatics_in_education

Publisher 
institute of mathematics and informatics of Vilnius university 

Partner
lithuanian academy of sciences 

Journal Scope
“informatics in education” is a peer-reviewed journal that 
provides an international forum for presenting the latest original 
research results and developments in the fields of informatics 
and education. it is a satellite journal of the international journal 
“informatica” (http://www.mii.lt/informatica/) with a specific focus 
on education. the journal will promote making contacts among 
researchers in informatics and practical educators both in the 
Baltic countries and that in eastern and central europe where a 
distinctive methodology of teaching and learning informatics has 
been developed and is of great interest. “informatics in education” 
is published biannually (in april and october)

Abstracting & Indexing
scopus; matheduc (mathematics education database); ccsB 
(collection of computer science Bibliographies); inist-cnrs 
(institute for scientific and technical information of French 
national center for scientific research): pascal; proQuest: 
proQuest central, ulrich’s; inspec; Viniti ran; eBscohost: toc 
premier; c.e.e.o.l (central and eastern european online library); 
doaJ (directory of open access Journals); exellence in research 
for australia (era) 2012 Journal list (era id 36604)

Olympiads in Informatics

Editor-in-Chief 
prof.  Valentina dagienė

print issn 1822-7732

online issn –

Volume 6

Frequency annual

language en

http://www.mii.lt/olympiads_in_informatics

Publisher 
institute of mathematics and informatics of Vilnius university

Partners
international committee for the ioi; 
international Federation for information processing (iFip)

Journal Scope
“olympiads in informatics” is a refereed scholarly journal that 
provides an international forum for presenting research and 
developments in the specific scope of teaching and learning 
informatics through olympiads and other competitions. the 
journal is focused on the research and practice of professionals 
who are working in the field of teaching and learning informatics 
to talented student. “olympiads in informatics” is published 
annually (in summer). only original high-quality scientific papers 
are accepted. all submitted papers are peer reviewed.

the journal is closely connected to the scientific conference 
annually organized during the international olympiad in 
informatics (ioi). authors are requested to present their papers 
during the ioi conference.

Abstracting & Indexing
thomson reuters: conference proceedings citation index (2007 
Vol. 1); ulrich’s; indexcopernicus; exellence in research for 
australia (era) 2012 Journal list (era id 42051)

sJr (2010) = 0.025
sJr (2011) = 0.029
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Nonlinear Analysis:  
Modelling and Control 

Editor-in-Chief 
prof.  mifodijus sapagovas 

print issn 1392-5113

online issn –

Volume 16

Frequency Quarterly

language en

http://www.lana.lt/journal

Publisher 
institute of mathematics and informatics of Vilnius university

Partners
lithuanian association of nonlinear analysts; lithuanian academy 
of sciences 

Journal Scope
the scope of the journal is to provide a multidisciplinary forum 
for scientists, researchers and engineers involved in research and 
design of nonlinear processes and phenomena, including the 
nonlinear modelling of phenomena of the nature. the journal 
accepts contributions on nonlinear phenomena and processes in 
any field of science and technology.

the aims of the journal are:
 – to provide a presentation of theoretical results and 

applications; 
 – to cover research results of multidisciplinary interest; 
 – to provide fast publishing of quality papers by extensive 

work of editors and referees; 
 – to provide an early access to the information by presenting 

the complete papers on internet. 

Abstracting & Indexing
thomson reuters: science citation index expanded, Web 
of science, current contents/physical, chemical & earth 
sciences; scopus; mathscinet: mathematical reviews, current 
mathematical publications; Zentralblatt matH; inspec; cas 
(chemical abstracts service); Viniti ran; ulrich’s; indexcopernicus; 
doaJ (directory of open access Journals); exellence in research 
for australia (era) 2012 Journal list (era id 32524)

Informatica 

Editor-in-Chief 
prof.  Jonas mockus

print issn 0868-4952

online issn –

Volume 22

Frequency Quarterly

language en

http://www.mii.lt/Informatica 

Publisher 
institute of mathematics and informatics of Vilnius university

Partner
lithuanian academy of sciences 

Journal Scope
“informatica” publishes papers on mathematical simulation and 
optimization, recognition and control, automation systems and 
elements, software engineering, multimedia technologies, data 
mining, and provides a multidisciplinary forum for scientists and 
engineers involved in research and design including experts who 
implement and manage applications. 

the aims are: to provide a balanced representation of theory and 
applications, to cover the research results of both the east and 
the West equally, to provide fast publication of quality papers by 
the efficient work of referees, to provide an early access to the 
information by presenting the pdF files of the complete papers on 
the internet. 

all these aims taken together explain the unique quality of this 
journal and how it is distinguished from other journals in the 
rapidly expanding field.

Abstracting & Indexing
thomson reuters: science citation index expanded, Web 
of science, compumath citation index, current contents/
engineering, computing & technology; scopus; mathscinet: 
mathematical reviews, current mathematical publications; 
Zentralblatt matH; csa (cambridge scientific abstracts); acm 
(association for computing machinery): acm computing reviews, 
acm guide to computing literature; computer literature index; 
cpX interactive; current mathematical publications; the dBlp 
computer science Bibliography; iaor (international abstracts in 
operations research); american statistical association: current 
index to statistics; oclc: articleFirst, electronic collections online; 
masterFile; inspec; Viniti ran; ulrich’s; eBscohost: academic 
search complete, Business source complete, current abstracts, 
toc premier; ulrich’s

Web of science  
impact Factor = 1.786 (Jcr 2010)

sJr (2010) = 0.039
sJr (2011) = 0.048

Web of science
impact Factor = 0.40 (Jcr 2010)

sJr (2010) = 0.030
sJr (2011) = 0.044
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Lietuvos statistikos darbai /  
Lithuanian Journal of Statistics

Editors-in-Chief 
doc. dr  danutė Krapavickaitė 
prof. dr Habil.  alfredas račkauskas

print issn 1392-642X

online issn 2029-7262

Volume 2011(50)

Frequency annual

language en / lt

http://www.statisticsjournal.lt

Publisher 
lithuanian statistical association

Partner
statistics lithuania

Journal Scope
the aims of the journal are:

 – to promote and extend statistical education and appli-cation 
of statistical methods in all kinds of theoretical and applied 
sciences,

 – to provide a forum for statisticians of lithuania and other 
countries working in various fields of research to exchange 
their ideas and achievements, extending in this way 
possibilities of statistical applications.

the journal presents papers on
 – the fundamental research in statistics, on inputs of 

statisticians into the theory of statistics and methodology of 
its applications,

 – the application of statistics in economy, physical, tech-
nological, bio-medical and social sciences through the case 
studies,

 – the application of statistical methods in official statis-tics, 
enriching them with the experience of other coun-tries,

 – the investigation of the history of statistics, information on 
important statistical events papers, relevant to the occasion 
important to the statistical science.

all papers are reviewed by the anonymous referees.

Abstracting & Indexing
eBscohost; indexcopernicus; ulrich’s; doaJ (directory of open 
access Journals)

Baltica

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr Habil.  algimantas grigelis

print issn 0067-3064

online issn 1648-858X

Volume 25

Frequency Biannually

language en

http://www.balticajournal.lt

Publisher 
institute of geology & geography of nature research center

Journal Scope
Baltica is a peer–reviewed international geoscience journal 
published biannually in cooperation with the geoscientists of 
the circum–Baltic states. Journal publishes original scientific 
papers devoted to marine geology, palaeogeography, geological 
history of the Baltic sea, Quaternary geology, geomorphology, 
sedimentology, environmental geology, climate changes and 
development of ecosystems, also pre–Quaternary geology, stra-
tigraphy, tektonics, geochemistry etc. research topics.

Abstracting & Indexing
thomson isi®: thomson Web of science, science citation index 
expanded (scisearch®), Journal citation reports/science edition; 
elsevier Bibliographic databases: scopus, geoBase; the gale 
inc.: academic oneFile, infortrac and science resource center; 
eBscohost: current abstracts, toc premier (eBsco list); georef; 
speleological abstracts; Viniti ran; Bibliography and index 
of geology; current geographical publications; geoarchive; 
geosearch; petroleum abstracts; ulrich’s; doaJ (directory of open 
access Journals); exellence in research for australia (era) 2012 
Journal list (era id 34580)

Web of science
impact Factor = 1.786 (Jcr 2010)

sJr (2010) = 0.031
sJr (2011) = 0.032
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Žemdirbystė / Agriculture 

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr Habil.  Zenonas dabkevičius

print issn 1392-3196

online issn –

Volume 99

Frequency Quarterly

language en

http://zemdirbyste-agriculture.lzi.lt

Publisher 
lithuanian research centre for agriculture and Forestry

Partner
aleksandras stulginskis university 

Journal Scope
the articles published in the journal cover a wide range 
of topics in the field of agricultural sciences: 

 – soil and crop management, 
 – rop production, 
 – plant protection, 
 – plant breeding and genetics, 
 – biotechnology, 
 – plant nutrition, 
 – agrochemistry, 
 – soil science, 
 – microbiology etc. 
 – review, debating papers as well as those of a methodological 

nature.

Abstracting & Indexing
thomson reuters: science citation index expanded, Web of 
science; scopus; caBi: caB abstracts; irrigation and drainage 
abstracts, nematological abstracts, ornamental Horticulture, 
plant Breeding abstracts, potato abstracts, review of plant 
pathology, seed abstracts, soils and Fertilizers; Viniti ran; ulrich’s; 
indexcopernicus; doaJ (directory of open access Journals); 
exellence in research for australia (era) 2012 Journal list  
(era id 124933)

Web of science  
impact Factor = 0.200 (Jcr 2010)

sJr (2010) = 0.027
sJr (2011) = 0.028

  Web of science
  impact Factor = 0.232 (Jcr 2010)

sJr (2010) = 0.028
sJr (2011) = 0.029

Baltic Forestry

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr Habil.  remigijus ozolinčius 

print issn 1392-1355

online issn –

Volume 19

Frequency Biannually

language en

http://www.balticforestry.mi.lt 

Publisher 
institute of Forestry lrcaF

Partners
institute of Forestry and rural engineering of estonian university 
of life sciences; latvian state Forest research institute “silava”; 
aleksandras stulginskis university; latvian university of 
agriculture

Journal Scope
the articles published in journal are dealing with any aspects 
of forestry (14B), and ecology and environmental studies (03B) 
including related to Forest ecosystems, silviculture; physiology 
and genetics,  Forest operation and techniques; inventory, 
growth, yield, Quantitative and management sciences; Forest 
products; Forest Health; Forest environment (including ecosystem, 
site research and classification, forest hydrology, wildlife and its 
habitat management, biodiversity etc.). Journal widely represents 
lithuanian science through the world and it is an important for 
the scientific exchange. the publications are useful for researchers, 
foresters, ecologists and for all who are interested in the forest 
ecosystem and its components (vegetation, animals, soils etc.) 

Abstracting & Indexing
thomson reuters: science citation index expanded, Web of science, 
Zoological record; scopus; caBi: agBiotechnet, agricultural engineering 
abstracts, agroforestry abstracts, animal science database, Biocontrol 
news and information, Biofuels abstracts, caB abstracts, crop physiology 
abstracts, environmental science database; environmental impact, Forest 
products abstracts, Forest science database, Forestry abstracts, global 
Health, grasslands and Forage abstracts, Helminthological abstracts, 
Horticultural science database, index Veterinarius, irrigation and 
drainage abstracts, leisure, recreation and tourism abstracts, leisure 
tourism database, organic research database, ornamental Horticulture, 
parasitology database, pig news & information, plant Breeding abstracts, 
plant genetics and Breeding database, plant genetic resources abstracts, 
plant growth regulator abstracts, plant protection database, review of 
agricultural entomology, review of plant pathology, seed abstracts, soil 
science database, soils and Fertilizers, Veterinary science database, Weed 
abstracts, World agricultural economics and rural sociology abstracts; 
csa (cambridge scientific abstracts): aqualine, aqualine abstracts, csa 
sustainability science abstracts, environmental sciences and pollution 
management; nisc sa database; Viniti ran; ulrich’s; exellence in research 
for australia (era)  2012 Journal list  (era id 5696)
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Botanica Lithuanica 

Editor-in-Chief 
dr.  romas pakalnis 

print issn 1392-1665

online issn –

Volume 18

Frequency Quarterly

language en

http://www.botanika.lt 

Publisher 
institute of Botany of the nature research centre

Partners
Vilnius university; lithuanian university of educational sciences

Journal Scope
Botanica Lithuanica publishes botanical research papers 
dealing with general problems of botany, diversity, systematics, 
coenology, geography and ecology of plants, algae, fungi and 
viruses, economic botany, and conservation of botanical diversity.

Abstracting & Indexing
thomson reuters: Biosis previews, Biological abstracts, Journal 
master list; caBi: agBiotechnet, agricultural engineering 
abstracts, agroforestry abstracts, animal science database, 
Botanical pesticides abstracts, caB abstracts, crop physiology 
abstracts, crop science database, environmental impact, 
Field crop abstracts, Forest products abstracts, Forest science 
database, Forestry abstracts, global Health, grasslands and Forage 
abstracts, Horticultural science database, nutrition abstracts and 
reviews series a: Human and experimental, nutrition abstracts 
and reviews series B: livestock Feeds and Feeding, nutrition and 
Food sciences database, ornamental Horticulture, parasitology 
database, plant Breeding abstracts, plant genetic resources 
abstracts, plant genetics and Breeding database, plant growth 
regulator abstracts, postharvest news and information, review of 
agricultural entomology, review of aromatic and medicinal plants, 
review of medical and Veterinary mycology, review of plant 
pathology, rice abstracts, seed abstracts, soil science database, 
soils and Fertilizers, tropical diseases Bulletin, Veterinary science 
database, Weed abstracts, Wheat, Barley and triticale abstracts, 
World agricultural economics and rural sociology abstracts; Viniti 
ran; eBscohost: central & eastern european academic source, 
current abstracts, science and technology, toc premier; ulrich’s

Sodininkystė ir daržininkystė

Editor-in-Chief 
doc. dr  Česlovas Bobinas

print issn 0236-4212

online issn –

Volume 31

Frequency Quarterly

language lt / en

http://sodininkyste-darzininkyste.lsdi.lt

Publisher 
institute of Horticulture, lithuanian research centre for 
agriculture and Forestry

Partners
aleksandras stulginskis university

Journal Scope
the scope of the journal is:

 – to promote theoretical and practical scientific investigations 
in agriculture sector;

 – to distinguish particular attention to biotechnology, plant 
physiology, plant protection, technology, fruit and vegetable 
storage and processing methods;

 – to promote scientific knowledge and popularization and 
pub-lish a newest scientific work and conference information;

to forward actual scientific ideas in agriculture.

Abstracting & Indexing
caBi: caB abstracts; Viniti ran; eBscohost; ulrich’s; 
indexcopernicus
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Miškininkystė /  
Forestry 

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr Habil.  stasys Karazija 

print issn 1392-2041

online issn –

Volume 69

Frequency 2 volumes annually

language lt

http://www.miskininkyste.lt

Publisher 
institute of Forestry, lithuanian research centre for agriculture 
and Forestry

Partners
aleksandras stulginskis university

Journal Scope
the journal “miškininkystė” publishes original scientific papers on 
forestry, forest ecology, forest genetics, gene conservation, and 
tree breeding, reforestation and aforestation, forest typology, 
forest soil science and hydrology, forest economy, forest inventory 
and management, forest health and protection, phytopatology, 
entomology, game management, etc.

Abstracting & Indexing
caBi: Forest science, treecd, lithuanian science abstracts, 
indexcopernicus, ulrich’s
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medicine

Visuomenės sveikata / 
public Health   38

sveikatos mokslai / 
Health sciences  38
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Sveikatos mokslai / 
Health Sciences

Editor-in-Chief 
Zenonas tartilas

print issn 1392-6373

online issn –

Volume 21

Frequency Bimonthly

language lt / en / ru

http://sm-hs.eu

Publisher 
limited liability company “sveikata”

Partners
state research institute centre for innovative medicine, lithuania; 
lithuanian ministry of Health

Journal Scope
public health (healthy lifestyle and environment; health education; 
infectious diseases and prevention). medicine: (biomedicine and 
medicine; clinical researches and cases; new technologies; forensic 
psychiatry; history of medicine; problematic reviews). nursing: 
(nursing science and professional socialization of nurses; nursing 
and supportive treatment; rehabilitation). Health economics and 
management; Besides, the following issues or items are published 
(research results, reviews of conferences, seminars, chronicles 
about publications of science and studies, dates of scientists).

Abstracting & Indexing
index copernicus; eBsco host (academic search complete); gale 
(academic oneFile); proQuest (ulrich’s, summon); doaJ (directory 
of open access Journals); exellence in research for australia (era) 
2012 Journal list (era id 34962)

Visuomenės sveikata / 
Public Health 

Editors-in-Chief 
dr  remigijus Jankauskas  
dr  Vytautas Jurkuvėnas 

print issn 1392-2696

online issn –

Volume 56

Frequency Quarterly

language en / lt

www.hi.lt/visuomenes-sveikata

Publisher 
institute of Hygiene 

Journal Scope
purpose of the journal is publishing scientific research results 
and contributing public health policy development through 
promoting and disseminating scientific knowledge. original 
research papers, literature reviews, conference proceedings are 
accepted for publication. there is a chapter for practical materials 
interchangeably named “editorial”, „public health practice“ or 
„guidelines“ where corresponding material including case 
presentation, important strategic decisions and guidelines are 
located.  

Abstracting & Indexing
international indexcopernicus; ulrich’s; doaJ (directory of open 
access Journals)
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engineering & 
tecHnology

Journal of civil engineering and management  40

statybinės konstrukcijos ir technologijos /  
engineering structures and technologies  40

mechanika  41

the Baltic Journal of road and  
Bridge engineering  41

aviation  42

transport  42

Journal of environmental engineering  
and landscape management  43

geodezija ir kartografija / 
geodesy and cartography  44

energetika / 
power engineering  44

Žemės ūkio inžinerija / 
agricultural engineering  45

Žemės ūkio mokslai /  
agricultural sciences  45

Vandens ūkio inžinerija / 
Water management engineering  46
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40

Engineering Structures and 
Technologies / Statybinės konstrukcijos  
ir technologijos

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr Habil.  gediminas marčiukaitis

print issn 2029-882X

online issn 2029-8838

Volume 4 

Frequency Quarterly

language en / lt

http://www.tandfonline.com/tesn

Publisher 
Vilnius gediminas technical university

Partner
lithuanian Builders association 

Journal Scope
engineering structures and technologies is a peer-reviewed 
Journal. the Journal is aimed to present new results of research, 
and recommendations on the introduction of science and 
technical equipment, in order to improve sustainable building.

the topics include: the properties of building materials; the me-
chanics, creation, investigation and design of building structures; 
geotechnics; loads and actions; technology of structures produc-
tion and building process, influence of technology on quality 
and economical analysis; analysis of structures behavior in fire, 
estimation and renovation of fire damages; estimation and repair 
of building structure state in exploitation; durability of building 
structures and materials; creation and correction of euro codes 
and national parameters; another information on the topic of 
Journal.

Abstracting & Indexing
iiconda (the international construction database); gale®: academic 
oneFile, infotrac custom; proQuest: ulrich’s, summon™; eBscohost; 
indexcopernicus; exellence in research for australia (era) 2012 
Journal list (era id 125004)

Note. The numbers ISSN 2029-2317 print and ISSN 2029-2325 online 
have been changed to ISSN 2029-882X print and ISSN 2029-8838 
online

sJr (2010) = 0.067
sJr (2011) = 0.060

Web of science
impact Factor = 3.711 (Jcr 2010)

Journal of Civil Engineering and 
Management 

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr Habil.  edmundas Kazimieras 
 Zavadskas 

print issn 1392-3730

online issn 1822-3605

Volume 18

Frequency Bimonthly

language en

http://www.tandfonline.com/tcem

Publishers 
taylor & Francis group 
Vilnius gediminas technical university

Partner
lithuanian academy of sciences 

Journal Scope
the Journal which provides an international forum for the 
dissemination of the latest original research, achievements and 
developments in all areas of civil engineering and management. 
the Journal aims to provide a multidisciplinary forum for 
researches, designers, users and manufacturers involved in the 
different fields of civil engineering and management. 

the topics include: building materials and structures; structural 
mechanics and physics; geotechnical engineering; road and bridge 
engineering; urban engineering and economy; constructions 
technology, economy and management; information technologies 
in construction; fire protection, thermoinsulation and renovation of 
buildings;labour safety in construction.

Abstracting & Indexing
thomson reuters: science citation index expanded, Web of science; 
elsevier Bibliographic databases: scopus, compendex, the engineering 
index monthly; iconda (the international construction database); 
csa (cambridge scientific abstracts): advanced polymers abstracts, 
aerospace & High technology database, aluminum industry abstracts, 
csa civil engineering abstracts, csa engineering research database, 
csa High technology research database with aerospace, csa materials 
research database with metadeX, csa mechanical & transportation 
engineering abstracts, csa technology research database, ceramic 
abstracts/World ceramic abstracts, composites industry abstracts, 
computer and information systems abstracts Journal, corrosion 
abstracts, earthquake engineering abstracts, electronics and 
communications abstracts Journal, engineered materials abstracts, 
environmental engineering abstracts, environmental sciences and 
pollution management, international aerospace abstracts, materials 
Business File, metadeX, solid state and superconductivity abstracts, 
Water resources abstracts; inspec; gale®: academic oneFile, infotrac 
custom; Viniti ran; proQuest: ulrich’s, summon™; eBscohost: academic 
search complete, current abstracts, toc premier; indexcopernicus; 
exellence in research for australia (era) 2012 Journal list (era id 34962) 
2012 Journal list (era id 4350)
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Mechanika

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr Habil.  mykolas daunys 

print issn 1392-1207

online issn 2029-6983

Volume 18

Frequency 6 issues per year

language en

http://www.mechanika.ktu.lt/

Publisher 
Kaunas university of technology

Partners
lithuanian academy of sciences; Vilnius gediminas technical 
university

Journal Scope
spread of the newest scientific research results in the branch of 
mechanical engineering. the journal is publishing scientific papers 
dealing with the following problems:

 – mechanics of solid bodies;
 – mechanics of fluids and gases;
 – dynamics of mechanical systems;
 – design and optimization of mechanical systems;
 – mechanical technologies.

Abstracting & Indexing
thomson reuters: science citation index expanded, Web of science; 
elsevier Bibliographic databases: scopus, compendex, FluideX, the 
engineering index monthly; csa (cambridge scientific abstracts): 
advanced polymers abstracts, aerospace & High technology 
database, aluminum industry abstracts, csa civil engineering 
abstracts, csa engineering research database, csa High technology 
research database with aerospace, csa materials research database 
with metadeX, csa mechanical & transportation engineering 
abstracts, csa technology research database, ceramic abstracts/
World ceramic abstracts, composites industry abstracts, computer 
and information systems abstracts Journal, corrosion abstracts, 
earthquake engineering abstracts, electronics and communications 
abstracts Journal, engineered materials abstracts, environmental 
engineering abstracts, environmental sciences and pollution 
management, international aerospace abstracts, materials Business 
File, metadeX, solid state and superconductivity abstracts; gale®: 
academic oneFile, Business & company proFile asap, Business 
& company resource center, Business asap, Business asap 
international, expanded academic asap, general Business File asap, 
infotrac custom; inspec; Viniti ran; British library Bibliography 
database; eBscohost: academic search complete, current abstracts, 
toc premier; ulrich’s

The Baltic Journal of Road and  
Bridge Engineering

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr  donatas Čygas

print issn 1822-427X

online issn 1822-4288

Volume 7

Frequency Quarterly

language en

http://www.bjrbe.vgtu.lt

Publisher 
Vilnius gediminas technical university

Partners 
riga technical university; tallin university of technology; Baltic 
road association 

Journal Scope
the Journal is designed for publishing papers concerning the 
following areas of research: road and bridge research and design; 
road construction materials and technologies; bridge construction 
materials and technologies; road and bridge repair, road and 
bridge maintenance; traffic safety; road and bridge information 
technologies; environmental issues; road climatology; low-
volume roads; normative documentation; quality management 
and assurance; road infrastructure and its assessment; asset 
management; road and bridge construction financing; specialist 
pre-service and in-service training.

Besides, it publishes: advertising materials; reviews and 
bibliography; abstracts of phd thesis; reports about conferences 
and workshops.

Abstracting & Indexing
thomson reuters: science citation index expanded, Web of science; 
scopus; iconda (the international construction database); csa 
(cambridge scientific abstracts): advanced polymers abstracts, 
aerospace & High technology database, aluminum industry abstracts, 
csa civil engineering abstracts, csa engineering research database, 
csa High technology research database with aerospace, csa materials 
research database with metadeX, csa mechanical & transportation 
engineering abstracts, csa technology research database, ceramic 
abstracts/World ceramic abstracts, composites industry abstracts, 
computer and information systems abstracts Journal, corrosion 
abstracts, earthquake engineering abstracts, electronics and 
communications abstracts Journal, engineered materials abstracts, 
environmental engineering abstracts, environmental sciences and 
pollution management, international aerospace abstracts, materials 
Business File, metadeX, solid state and superconductivity abstracts, 
Water resources abstracts; inspec; trid; gale®: academic oneFile, 
infotrac custom; Viniti ran; proQuest: ulrich’s, summon™; eBscohost: 
computers & applied sciences complete, current abstracts, toc 
premier; indexcopernicus; exellence in research for australia (era) 2012 
Journal list (era id 35890)

Web of science
impact Factor = 2.436 (Jcr 2010)

sJr (2010) = 0.061
sJr (2011) = 0.080

Web of science
impact Factor = 0.780 (Jcr 2009)
impact Factor = 1.144 (Jcr 2010)

sJr (2010) = 0.037
sJr (2011) = 0.042
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Aviation

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr Habil.  Jonas stankūnas

print issn 1648-7788

online issn 1822-4180

Volume 16

Frequency Quarterly

language en

http://www.tandfonline.com/tavi

Publishers 
taylor & Francis group 
Vilnius gediminas technical university

Partners
antanas gustaitis aviation institute; lithuanian academy of 
sciences; national aviation university ukraine; Warsaw university 
of technology; riga technical university; azerbaijan national 
aviation academy; Brno university of technology; estonian aviation 
academy; university of Žilina; Korea aerospace university; technical 
university of Košice

Journal Scope
the Journal is an international medium for the publication of 
original research on the aerospace & aviation engineering; 
aeronautics; aircraft design & engineering; navigation; 
aerodynamics; composite materials; corrosion-materials science; 
construction materials; testing, measurement and assessment; 
management & management techniques; transport engineering; 
electronics; mechanical engineering design; mechanics; noise; 
mathematical modeling; thermodynamics; education policy and 
safety & security.

Abstracting & Indexing
elsevier Bibliographic databases: scopus, compendex, the 
engineering index monthly; iconda (the international construction 
database); csa (cambridge scientific abstracts): advanced polymers 
abstracts, aerospace & High technology database, aluminum 
industry abstracts, csa civil engineering abstracts, csa engineering 
research database, csa High technology research database with 
aerospace, csa materials research database with metadeX, csa 
mechanical & transportation engineering abstracts, csa technology 
research database, ceramic abstracts/World ceramic abstracts, 
composites industry abstracts, computer and information systems 
abstracts Journal, corrosion abstracts, earthquake engineering 
abstracts, electronics and communications abstracts Journal, 
engineered materials abstracts, international aerospace abstracts, 
materials Business File, metadeX, solid state and superconductivity 
abstracts; gale®: academic oneFile, infotrac custom; proQuest: 
ulrich’s, summon™; eBscohost: academic search complete, current 
abstracts, toc premier; indexcopernicus; exellence in research for 
australia (era) 2012 Journal list (era id 44774)

Transport

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr Habil.  adolfas Baublys

print issn 1648-4142

online issn 1648-3480

Volume 27

Frequency Quarterly

language en

http://www.tandfonline.com/tran

Publishers 
taylor & Francis group 
Vilnius gediminas technical university 

Partner
lithuanian academy of sciences 

Journal Scope
the Journal transport publishes articles in the fields of transport 
policy, fundamentals of the transport system, technology for 
carrying passengers and freight using road, railway, inland 
waterways, sea and air transport, technology for multimodal 
transportation and logistics, loading technology, roads, railways, 
airports, ports, pipeline transport, industrial and technological 
transport, agricultural motor vehicles, traffic safety and environment 
protection, design, manufacture and exploitation of motor 
vehicles, transport energetics, fuels, lubricants and maintenance 
materials, teamwork of customs and transport, insurance, transport 
information technologies, transport economics and management, 
transport standards, transport educology, transport history, etc.

Abstracting & Indexing
thomson reuters: science citation index expanded, Web of science; 
elsevier Bibliographic databases: scopus, compendex, paperchem, 
the engineering index monthly; iconda (the international con-
struction database); csa (cambridge scientific abstracts): advanced 
polymers abstracts, aerospace & High technology database, aluminum 
industry abstracts, Biological sciences, csa civil engineering abstracts, 
csa engineering research database, csa High technology research 
database with aerospace, csa materials research database with 
metadeX, csa mechanical & transportation engineering abstracts, csa 
sustainability science abstracts, csa technology research database, 
ceramic abstracts/World ceramic abstracts, composites industry ab-
stracts, computer and information systems abstracts Journal, corrosion 
abstracts, earthquake engineering abstracts, electronics and communi-
cations abstracts Journal, engineered materials abstracts, environmental 
engineering abstracts, environmental sciences and pollution manage-
ment, Health and safety science abstracts, international aerospace ab-
stracts, materials Business File, metadeX, pollution abstracts, solid state 
and superconductivity abstracts; tris electronic Bibliographic data 
Base (transportation research information services); gale®: academic 
oneFile, infotrac custom; Viniti ran; proQuest: ulrich’s, summon™; 
eBscohost: academic search complete, current abstracts, toc premier; 
indexcopernicus; exellence in research for australia (era) 2012 Journal 
list (era id 124987)

sJr (2010) = 0.047
sJr (2011) = 0.064

sJr (2010) = 0.027
sJr (2011) = 0.027

Web of science 
impact Factor = 2.552 (sJr 2009)
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Journal of Environmental Engineering 
and Landscape Management 

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr Habil.  pranas Baltrėnas 

print issn 1648-6897

online issn 1822-4199

Volume 20

Frequency Quarterly

language en

http://www.tandfonline.com/teel

Publishers 
taylor & Francis group 
Vilnius gediminas technical university

Partners
lithuanian academy of sciences, international academy of 
ecological and life protection sciences which is an associate 
member of the public information department of united nations 

Journal Scope
the Journal is an international medium for the publication of original re-
search on the environment with emphasis on changes caused by human 
activities. the scope is multidisciplinary and international and the sub-
jects covered include atmosphere and air pollution control and pollution 
mitigation technologies, water pollution control and pollution mitigation 
technologies, soil pollution control and pollution mitigation technologies, 
entrails of the earth, their protection, waste management, zero-waste 
technologies, environmental expertise, control over physical and techno-
logical environmental impacts and reduction technologies, nuclear hydro 
physics and radioactive pollution, modelling environmental processes, 
environmental monitoring, landscape protection, environmental ethics, 
environmental law and management, quality of indoor and outdoor en-
vironment. Besides, it publishes short reports and observations, reviews 
and bibliography, reports on conferences and workshops. 

Abstracting & Indexing
thomson reuters: science citation index expanded, Web of science; elsevier 
Bibliographic databases: scopus, compendex, the engineering index 
monthly; iconda (the international construction database); csa (cam-
bridge scientific abstracts): advanced polymers abstracts, aerospace & High 
technology database, aluminum industry abstracts, csa civil engineering 
abstracts, csa engineering research database, csa High technology 
research database with aerospace, csa materials research database with 
metadeX, csa mechanical & transportation engineering abstracts, csa 
technology research database, ceramic abstracts/World ceramic abstracts, 
composites industry abstracts, computer and information systems 
abstracts Journal, corrosion abstracts, earthquake engineering abstracts, 
electronics and communications abstracts Journal, engineered materials 
abstracts, environmental engineering abstracts, environmental sciences 
and pollution management, international aerospace abstracts, materials 
Business File, metadeX, solid state and superconductivity abstracts; gale®: 
academic oneFile, Business & company proFile asap, Business & company 
resource center, Business asap, Business asap international, infotrac 
custom; Viniti ran; proQuest: ulrich’s, summon™; eBscohost: current 
abstracts, environment complete, environment index, garden, landscape 
& Horticulture index, greenFile, toc premier; indexcopernicus; exellence in 
research for australia (era) 2012 Journal list (era id 5885)

Environmental Research, Engineering 
and Management / Aplinkos tyrimai, 
inžinerija ir vadyba

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr Habil.  Jurgis K. staniškis

print issn 1392-1649

online issn 2029-2139

Volume 59

Frequency Quarterly

language en

www.erem.ktu.lt

Publisher 
Kaunas university of technology

Partners
Vytautas magnus university; aleksandras stulginskis university; 
Klaipėda university; Vilnius university; Šiauliai university; lithuanian 
energy institute; engineering ecology association

Journal Scope
the journal “environmental research, engineering and management” 
is designed to serve as a roadmap for understanding the issues and 
debates in the overlapping fields of environment and development. 
tremendous strides have been made in ele-vating the issues of 
the environment and sustainable develop-ment in public and 
governmental consciousness, in research and developing institutions 
for addressing these issues, and in implementing practices and 
policy options.

the Journal provides advanced original papers on specific 
environmental and sustainability issues, such as: air and water 
pollution, impact to environmental and human health assessment, 
sustainable production, and consumption, life cycle management.

Abstracting & Indexing
caBi: abstracts on Hygiene and communicable diseases, agricultural 
engineering abstracts, animal science database, Biofuels abstracts, 
caB abstracts, crop physiology abstracts, crop science database, 
dairy science abstracts, environmental impact, Field crop abstracts, 
Forest products abstracts, Forest science database, Forestry abstracts, 
global Health, grasslands and Forage abstracts, Horticultural science 
database, irrigation and drainage abstracts, leisure, recreation and 
tourism abstracts, leisure tourism database, nutrition abstracts 
and reviews series a: Human and experimental, nutrition and 
Food sciences database, organic research database, ornamental 
Horticulture, postharvest news and information, review of aromatic 
and medicinal plants, seed abstracts, soil science database, soils and 
Fertilizers, sugar industry abstracts, tropag & rural, Veterinary science 
database, Weed abstracts, Wheat, Barley and triticale abstracts, World 
agricultural economics and rural sociology abstracts; csa (cambridge 
scientific abstracts): aqualine, aqualine abstracts, csa sustainability 
science abstracts, environmental sciences and pollution management, 
pollution abstracts; inspec; Viniti ran; eBscohost: current abstracts, 
environment complete, environment index, greenFile, toc premier; 
ulrich’s; doaJ (directory of open access Journals); exellence in 
research for australia (era) 2012 Journal list (era id 5874)

Web of science 
impact Factor = 1.333 (Jcr 2010)

sJr (2010) = 0.046
sJr (2011) = 0.051
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Geodesy and Cartography / 
Geodezija ir kartografija

Editor-in-Chief
prof. dr Habil.  Jonas skeivalas 

print issn 2029-6991

online issn 2029-7009

Volume 37

Frequency Quarterly

language en / lt

http://www.tandfonline.com/tgac

Publishers 
taylor & Francis group 
Vilnius gediminas technical university

Journal Scope
the scope of the Journal includes: study, establishment and 
improvement of the geodetic and mapping technologies; 
establishing and improving the geodetic networks; theoretical 
and practical principles of developing standards for geodetic 
measurements; mathematical treatment of the geodetic and 
photogrammetric measurements; controlling and application of 
the permanent gps stations; study and measurements of earth’s 
figure and parameters of the gravity field; study and development 
the geoid models; study and measurements of the vertical and 
horizontal movements of the earth’s crust; geodetic information 
systems; information systems for land management and real 
estate cadastre; cadastral surveying; photogrammetric methods in 
mapping systems; digital mapping methods.

Abstracting & Indexing
elsevier Bibliographic databases: scopus, compendex, geoBase, 
the engineering index monthly; iconda (the international 
construction database); csa (cambridge scientific abstracts): 
advanced polymers abstracts, aerospace & High technology 
database, aluminum industry abstracts, csa civil engineering ab-
stracts, csa engineering research database, csa High technology 
research database with aerospace, csa materials research data-
base with metadeX, csa mechanical & transportation engineering 
abstracts, csa technology research database, ceramic abstracts/
World ceramic abstracts, composites industry abstracts, comput-
er and information systems abstracts Journal, corrosion abstracts, 
earthquake engineering abstracts, electronics and communica-
tions abstracts Journal, engineered materials abstracts, interna-
tional aerospace abstracts, materials Business File, metadeX, solid 
state and superconductivity abstracts; georef; geopHoKa; gale®: 
academic oneFile, infotrac custom; Viniti ran; proQuest: ulrich’s, 
summon™; eBscohost: academic search complete, current 
abstracts, toc premier; indexcopernicus; exellence in research for 
australia (era) 2012 Journal list (era id 124989)

Note. The numbers ISSN 1392-1541 print and ISSN 1648-3502 online 
have been changed to ISSN 2029-6991 print and ISSN 2029-7009 
online

Energetika / 
Power Engineering

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr Habil.  Jurgis Vilemas

print issn 0235-7208

online issn –

Volume 58

Frequency Quarterly

language lt / en / ru

http://www.lmaleidykla.lt/energetika

Publisher 
lithuanian academy of sciences

Partner
lithuanian energy institute 

Journal Scope
is publishes important scientific, practical application, review and 
problems papers in this fields:

 – economics of energetics;
 – modelling and management of energy systems;
 – nuclear energetics and safety;
 – radioactive waste disposal;
 – metrology in energetics;
 – renewable power sources;
 – thermal physics, combustion processes;
 – material studies and technology;
 – hydroenergetics;
 – plasma technologies.

Abstracting & Indexing
scopus; inspec; Viniti ran; inis; eBscohost; indexcopernicus; 
ulrich’s

sJr (2010) = 0.027
sJr (2011) = 0.025

sJr (2010) = 0.027
sJr (2011) = 0.027
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Žemės ūkio mokslai /  
Agricultural sciences

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. Habil. dr Veronika Vasiliauskienė

print issn 1392-0200

online issn –

Volume 19

Frequency Quarterly

language lt / en

http://www.lmaleidykla.lt/zemesukiomokslai

Publisher 
lithuanian academy of sciences 

Partners
aleksandras stulginskis university

Journal Scope
Journal publishes original articles in the following fields and 
directions of science: biomedical sciences: agronomy (06B), 
forest sciences (14B), zootechnics (13B), veterinary medicine 
(12B); technological sciences: mechanical engineering (09t), 
environmental engineering and landscape management (04t) 
(agricultural engineering and reclamation); social sciences: 
management and administration (03s), economics (04s) 
(agricultural economics, sociology, rural development, etc.).

Abstracting & Indexing
cab abstracts; indexcopernicus; ulrich’s

Žemės ūkio inžinerija / 
Agricultural engineering

Editor-in-Chief
gvidas rutkauskas

print issn 1392-1134

online issn –

Volume 44 (1)

Frequency 4 issues per year

language en / lt / ru

http://www.lzuu.lt/inzinerija/en/36116

Publishers 
aleksandras stulginskis university

Journal Scope
scientific work edition “agricultural engineering” publishes original  
research papers of technical and agricultural sciences dealing 
with mechanization of cropping and animal husbandry, energy 
supply, usage of machinery, development of agriculture and other 
problems related to agricultural engineering

Abstracting & Indexing
caB abstracts; agricultural engineering abstracts; 
indexcopernicus; ulrich’s
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Vandens ūkio inžinerija / 
Water management engineering

Editor-in-Chief
dr. (Hp) antanas sigitas Šileika 

print issn 1392-2335

online issn –

Volume 40 (60)

Frequency Bimonthly

language en / lt

http://www.lzuu.lt/vz/vti/en/35265

Publishers 
aleksandras stulginskis university

Journal Scope
the transactions publicate articles on the issues of  land 
reclamation, water management, environment, agricultural 
engineering, organization of  land reclamation  and  nature  
protection.

Abstracting & Indexing
cab abstracts; indexcopernicus; ulrich’s
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Jaunųjų mokslininkų darbai /  
Journal of Young Scientists

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr  Vaclovas tričys

print issn 1648-8776

online issn –

issues 1(34)

Frequency Quarterly

language lt / en / ru / de

http://su.lt/ml/jmd

Publisher 
siauliai university

Journal Scope
the journal’s aims are fostering the activities of junior 
researchers and establishing favourable conditions to advance 
and disseminate scientific ideas based on applied research, 
experiments and their interpretation. Field of the research: social, 
Humanities, physical, technological, Biomedical sciences.

Abstracting & Indexing
c.e.e.o.l (central and eastern european online library),; 
indexcopernicus; ulrich‘s

Mokslas – Lietuvos ateitis / 
Science – Future of Lithuania

Editor-in-Chief 
prof. dr Habil.  antanas Čenys

print issn 2029-2341

online issn 2029-2252

Volume 4 (2012)

Frequency Bimonthly

language lt / en 

http://www.mla.vgtu.lt

Publisher 
Vilnius gediminas technical university

Journal Scope
this Journal is designed for young researchers, provide them 
stage and skills towards highest level scientific publications.

articles are published on the following areas of research: 
environmental protection engineering; architecture and urban 
design; aviation technology; bioengineering and bioinformatics; 
physics and physical information technology; electronics and 
electrical engineering; informatics; computer-aided graphics and 
design; mathematics; mechanics; material engineering; industrial 
engineering and management; construction and building 
engineering systems; transport; business.

Abstracting & Indexing
doaJ; iconda (the international construction database); gale®: 
academic oneFile, infotrac custom; proQuest: ulrich’s, summon™; 
eBscohost; indexcopernicus; exellence in research for australia 
(era) 2012 Journal list (era id 125009)
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Lietuvos lokaliniai tyrimai /  
Lithuanian Local Researches

Editor-in-Chief 
doc. dr.  gintautas Zabiela

print issn –

online issn 2029-0799

Volume 1 (194)

Frequency monthly

language lt

http://www.llt.lt

Publisher 
Versmė publishers

Journal Scope
The aim of the edition is to show the interdisciplinary funda-
mental and applied researches carried out in lithuania on the 
phenomenon of comprehensive locality, mainly papers from the 
areas of humanities and social sciences as well as publish some 
literary sources. the present electronic serial contains collected 
scientific papers published in the monograph series “lietuvos 
Valsčiai” (issn 1822-489X).

The research areas:
 – Humanities (History and theory of arts 03H, philology 04H, 

History 05H, ethnology 07H),
 – social sciences (sociology 05s), 
 – physical sciences (geology 05p, geogrpahy 06p), 
 – Biomedical sciences (Biology 01B).

Abstracting & Indexing
indexcopernicus; ulrich’s

LCC Liberal Arts Studies

Editor-in-Chief 
egle Zalatoriute

print issn 2029-1485

online issn –

Volume 3

Frequency annual 

language lt / en

http://www.lcc.lt/academic-conference/working_papers.php

Publisher 
lcc international university

Journal Scope
the scope of the academic journal is to invite academia to an 
open dialog on social, cultural and philosophical topics, to raise 
new questions, to seek scientifically based answers from historical 
and contemporary perspective, to examine aspects of personality 
development in contemporary world, based on liberal arts principles. 

articles published in the journal are based on presentations given 
in annual multidisciplinary forum “responses to cultural Homogeny: 
engagement, resistance, or passivity”

Abstracting & Indexing
indexcopernicus; ulrich’s
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